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Throughout this submission, I will discuss the overall process of creating my short thesis 
film, Cedar County.  An overall summary of my production approach and a detailed 
account of the specifics of how each production element occurred will also be provided 
along with visuals from the set.  I will also discuss my education and experiences from 
my time at the University of New Orleans.   
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THESIS REFLECTION PAPER 
Kendra Jones Morris 
Thesis  
3.24.19 
How is your film different and how is it the same as the film you proposed 
in your Prospectus? 
Cedar County is the same film that I set out to make in several ways.  I wanted to 
use local, real people in roles similar to their every day lives.  For example, my 
rancher character Wes is a childhood family friend and a 24/7 rancher along with 
his wife and three boys. Hanna, the migrant worker, is actually from Mexico and 
was raised on a polygamist ranch.   
The original proposal was set during summer and thankfully I was able to shoot 
in the summer. Shooting during the same season that the script was written for 
provided me with greater access to local talent and gave that physical heat and 
exhaustion that would come more natural to talent.  Summer is also a time in 
rural communities where out-of-town workers and “Lakers” come into the 
community--a time when summer romances often happen.  
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Cedar County is different from my proposed prospectus in tone and plot.  I had 
originally thought I would do an Ozark Noir film with a murder mystery. I will save 
that style of filmmaking for a shoot with a budget.   
Would you say this is the film you set out to make? 
It could always be better.  The ideas that you have in your head and the ability to 
take those through to the end aren’t always in line with each other. But with the 
pieces that I had to work with, I think Cedar County was very close to what I was 
hoping to portray and develop as a storyteller.  
What were the major learning outcomes of the thesis experience? 
The learning experiences probably start with working with my husband!  We work 
well together as camera operators but I’m thankful that I was able to find an 
editor that shared my disposition and was able to capture the essence and 
pacing of the film.   
I was also reminded that non-actors actually enjoy the process of making a 
movie, but they have limited time to commit to the requirements of shooting a 
movie.  I was surprised at how often local talent would ask to make sure I got 
what I needed.   
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Working on Cedar County and throughout the film project, I’m reminded of how 
taking good production notes in the beginning help throughout the entire process.  
While I felt like working in MovieMagic was a clunky process for me, I loved 
working in Studio Binder.  It was time consuming at times but was beneficial 
when it came time to running reports.  I’d love to have a script person dedicated 
in all aspects of production, as it put a lot of time back on me.  But those things 
go back to budget and availability.   
What would you do differently? 
Someone designated full time for audio and “Scripty”, but my goal was to shoot 
on a limited budget, and, since this is a student film, I thought it was a good place 
to experiment.  For sound, we “laved” up each talent during nearly every scene 
and had a small boom mic.  In terms of story, I need to work on showing the 
viewer the different layers I have created for the character without always having 
to spell it out.  
What were your personal filmmaking goals coming into this program? 
I had several personal goals coming into this program. At the time that I first 
started the program, I was looking to complete something I had planned to do 
several years earlier but had put off to start a family.  The first semester in grad 
school I was thankful to have a schedule again.  It sounds very basic, but after 
being a stay-at-home mother with a hectic photography business, I was looking 
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forward to setting up a normal schedule.  My filmmaking goals were to learn how 
to do filmmaking from an industry standard and I really appreciate UNO teaching 
me that.  I was looking forward to knowing more about the workflow between 
creative and non-creative team members.  
How did your personal filmmaking goals change over the three years? 
I had worked on films before and I had an idea of what I was hoping to take from 
the program. I have always wanted a lifestyle where filmmaking and family go 
together. Those goals have remained the same over the course of the degree.  I 
wanted to be more a technical filmmaker and the degree was great for that.  
Additional notes on shooting Cedar County 
Shooting Style: 
For the majority of the shoot, we used two cameras to move quicker.  We also 
did long takes without stopping to reclip.  This was also to keep non-actors in a 
continued mindset without having to stop and reset again.  This style gave a 
more journalistic approach to covering the story.  Because we were shooting on 
gimbals, we were able to track with the subjects and have each scene roll more 
like a theater production or a documentary.  We were there to capture the 
movements and sounds as they unfolded.   
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From a technical standpoint, it was also in our benefit not to reclip because of the 
extreme heat.  Each shooting day hovered in the 100s.  Camera B didn’t have a 
battery adaptor that was needed for shooting in the extreme heat. Sometimes 
that camera would overheat.  This pushed us to keep a tight schedule and get 
the coverage we needed quicker.   
All efforts were made to keep everything as budget friendly and simple as 
possible.  Wardrobe for talent was provided through their closets and pulled from 
friend’s closets.  I kept everyone except Gabriella in the same outfit to ensure 
that continuity would not be a problem when editing.   
Shooting various locations might appear to take a lot of time but when it’s just 
two crewmembers and a couple of talent, there’s no pressure at all.  Shooting at 
various locations in the middle of nowhere added to the production value and the 
feel of the film.   
Obstacles 
Working in a rural environment often meant no consistent cell phone and/or 
internet connection.  Outdoor shooting and outdoor jobs don’t often share the 
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same schedule so we had to adjust our schedule to meet the availability of local 
talent.  Electricity was also unavailable when shooting outdoors on location.   
Budget 
From a budget standpoint, I remember hearing that most people would spend up 
to $10,000 on their thesis films.  This is not how I shoot unless someone else 
pays.  I could cite numerous articles about the weight of student debt and the 
amount of years it takes to recover from it. Ideally, I would like to have spent 
even less, but I was happy with where I spent the money.  After weeks of waiting 
to hear if I had a local man to work as the lead, I finally heard a solid “no” and 
was happy to fly in an actor friend of my husband’s who had just finished 
shooting a beautiful farm commercial.  He requested nothing more than a small 
pier diem, flight and lodging.  We also took him out sailing overnight for two days 
as a wrap party.   
Graduate Experience | Scholarly | Academic 
The professors, I truly enjoyed all of them.  Everyone was accessible, 
comfortable to talk to, and truly seemed to have the student’s best interests at 
heart.  Each person seemed to have his or her own strength to add to the 
student’s experience.  I thank you for that.   
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From an academic standpoint, I’d love to see more classes focused on 
distribution (self, streaming etc.) and an overall more hands-on experience that 
would be better suited for the current film climate.  Smaller, more nimble gear 
could be purchased with your next round of funding so students can get their 
hands on gear more often.  Finally, Katie has been a huge asset to the 
department in directing the degree toward applied learning in producing and 
pitching.  
Artistic 
Everyone has a different sense of style and what is art.  I thought the professors 
did a great job of allowing students to explore various styles of filmmaking, as we 
had a broad range of students.  It didn’t matter if someone didn’t understand your 
choices or whether or not it landed -- it mattered that there was discussion about 
the process, the reasoning behind the decisions and whether the execution 
landed with them -- all the while not grading against executions that didn’t meet 
the professor’s personal preference.   
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Craft 
Honing one’s craft requires practice.  I think UNO does an excellent job of 
providing exposure to great professors and solid class structures, but in order to 
hone your craft as a filmmaker, more time shooting is required, thus, more 
access to gear.  I have enjoyed the opportunity to take each filming experience at 
UNO and stretch the assignment as an opportunity for me to explore shooting 
styles and direction.   
Overall, I’m thankful for my time at UNO and the relationships and education I 
received.  I studied in Ireland for a summer, talked directly to Hollywood 
producers and worked on what it means to be a filmmaker.   
Thank you! 










EXT. AFGANISTAN OPEN FIELD - DAY (FARM HOUSE)1 1
ZEB (late 40’s, in military garb) walks through a 
cloud of dust carrying an AR-15. The sound of heavy 
vehicles nearby, otherwise silence.
Suddenly, in the heavy dust and smoke, GUNSHOTS. 
Bullets zip by. Men screaming. He hits the deck. Dirt 
kicks up all around him from ammo. He rushes to set 







He looks down, and sees blood on his pant leg.
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT  (BRYAN’S MANCAVE)2 2
Zeb wakes up. His bare feet plop to the ground. He 
picks up a pair of camo pants and slips them on. He 
grabs a shirt from the floor and pulls it over his 
head. He sits down and grabs the hunting boots and 
grabs the socks that are already in them and puts 
them on, then laces up his boots tightly.
He walks over to the calendar on the wall and marks 
off the date. He throws open the door. A couple of 
weeks down is a date circle. It says, “1 year until 
2nd deployment.”
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT   (BRYAN’S MANCAVE)3 3
Zeb walks away from the door and takes a pee. He 
stretch and walks over to his make shift workout 
room. He does some chin ups. He opens up the farm 
gate and begins to run.
EXT. RANCH - DUSK   (SPINKS RANCH)4 4
Zeb rides through the cattle sorting the various 
breeds.
EXT. DIRT ROAD - DUSK   (FARM HOUSE)5 5
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Zeb is pulled up to WAYNE’s truck, a 50 something 
year old ranch hand in a diesel 4x4.
ZEB





Did you see what’s happening to
Brubeck’s? Noone farmed it, now





I’m goin to see if Jones gave
the hay cuttin’ job to the




EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY   (SPINKS RANCH)6 6
Zeb has the back of his truck pulled up next to the 
barn. He and another guy, BUSTER (teenager, farm 
hand) load his truck.
BUSTER
And whatever happened to that
guy from El Dorado? He lived
next to Truman’s homestead?
Zeb looks down at his leg.
ZEB
Kenneth Turner? While I was on
active duty they had his
funeral.
Zeb returns to packing up sacks of feed.
BUSTER
Are you kidding me?! I felt
like I just saw him!
ZEB
What can you tell me about
Crocker? I hear he’s making out




Ehhh, he’s got himself in the
chicken business. Brought in a
whole lot of Mexicans for the
summer.
Zeb and BUSTER shake hands. Zeb drives out of the 
parking lot headed toward Crocker’s farm.
EXT. TOWN - DAY   MILE LONG BRIDGE)7 7
Zeb drives through the town square and over the mile 
long bridge before turning into an unmarked dirt 
road.
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY  (LAKE ROAD)8 8
A few miles of driving and we see several rows of 
long chicken buildings and a couple of people exiting 
and heading toward their trucks.
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY  (SPINKS RANCH)9 9
Zeb parks his truck away from the front doors to 
inspect the activity before getting out.
He steps out of the truck and walks over to a worker, 
JOSE, a 30 something year old farm worker in a cowboy 
hat.
ZEB
Excuse me, do you know where I







JOSE points in the direction of the second chicken 
coop.
Zeb navigates through green muck toward the front 
door. He’s about to open the door when WES CROCKER 
(45, pot-bellied) middle aged man steps out. He sees 
Zeb and throws his arms around him.
WES
Zeb! I heard you were back from
Afghanistan!
Zeb takes in his old friend.
ZEB 12
I heard a rumor yer doing
alright for yourself and I want
to check it out.
Hank’s face becomes a bit more serious.
WES
Ha. If you wanna keep your
farm, ya gotta make
concessions.
Wes starts to walk him around the chicken compound.
Zeb sees a young Mexican woman his age (GABRIELLA, a 
slight, angelic-looking Mexican 20-something) coming 
out of the third chicken building as he and Wes are 
walking toward her. She takes off a white suit that 
looks like a space suit and starts hosing herself 
down. She opens the chicken coop door back up and 
places it inside on a hook.
She begins to walk over to a group of other Mexican 
men and women waiting for her beside a truck.
WES
Hola! Gabriella! Por favor!
Wes waves for Gabriella to come over and say hello to 
his friend.
GABRIELLA walks over to Wes and Zeb.
GABRIELLA
Hola.
Zeb stars at her and extends his hand to introduce 
himself with a hat tip to her.
ZEB
Hola.
Wes, laughs at Zeb’s obvious attraction.
WES
Well, it’s obvious Zeb is happy
for the intro. Zeb, Gabriella’s
family is here for the summer





They’re making good money, I’m
making good money, and you
could too...if you want to go
into business with me. I’m
looking for a partner.13
Zeb is still staring at Gabriella. Her family is 
watching them from the back of the truck.
ZEB
It’s a pleasure.
Zeb bows his head and his hat playfully. Wes leaves 
them alone and starts to walk away. Wes coughs as he 
talks.
WES
Think about it Zeb! Take your
family farm into the 21st
century and join me!
Gabriella looks at Zeb, smiles and heads off to her 
waiting family. She hops into the back of the truck.
Zeb watches as the men in her family stare at him, 
watching him. The men slap the top of the roof for 
the truck to move on down the road. Gabriella is 
still smiling at Zeb from the back of the truck as 
they bump on down the dirt road.
Zeb continues to stare at Gabriella as she and her 
family go out of eyesight and the dust covers their 
tracks.
Zeb takes another look around. Notices that his boots 
are now covered in the green muck. He wipes them off 
before hopping into his truck.
EXT. COURTHOUSE - DAY  (COURTHOUSE )10 10
Zeb bounds down the steps of the courthouse with a 
stack of papers and shakes hands with a man.
INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  (FARM HOUSE)11 11
The papers are sprawled out on his truck seat. They 
are boundary markers showing the levels of phosphate 
over the past 10 years in Cedar County. An article 
from the Polk Country Sunrise newspaper is titled, 
“My daughter’s death wasn’t an accident” with a 
picture of a long row of chicken plants underneath 
it.
EXT./INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY (OWEN MILLS)12 12
The sun is setting and Zeb is headed to his favorite 
fishing hole. He winds down another dirt road with 
his arm hanging outside the rolled-down window. Deer 
cross in front of him as he stops in front of a road 
with wire fence running in front of it. He unhooks 
it.
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EXT./INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY (OWEN 
MILLS)
13 13
The road is overgrown and branches scratch the side 
of his truck. He drives past a piece of farm 
equipment with weeds grown through it and down a 
grassy path between rows of walnut trees to the 
river’s edge. He steps outside and stretches, 
breathing in-the fresh air. He grabs his fishing 
poles out of the back of his truck and heads to the 
river below.
Sitting on the gravel bar, he notices the same green 
muck floating on top of the rocks and on the banks. 
He smells it. He retracts at the smell. He empties 
his sandwich bag and puts a chunk of it into the 
plastic bag.
Then he sees her. It’s Gabriella. She’s down the 
river a bit, wading into the water. She doesn’t see 
him. He watches her. He doesn’t see her family 
anywhere. He starts to walk toward her.





Zeb stretches out his hand to formally reintroduce 
himself.
GABRIELLA
A man who doesn’t take care of
his water has no future.
Zeb looks at Gabriella and the green muck. Just then 
her uncle and cousin come out of the tall grass and 
start yelling at her to get back across the river.
JOSE/ALEX
(IN SPANISH)
GET BACK ACROSS THE RIVER! GET
OVER HERE!





I have to go. Meet me tonight
at the gravel bar behind
Johnson’s bend, 9pm.
Gabriella runs off across the river toward her 
family. Zeb watches her go.15
EXT. JOHNSON’S FIELD - NIGHT (JOHNSON’S FIELD)15 15
Zeb drives up to a bend in the road and pulls over. 
He walks behind a barn and sees Gabriella.
GABRIELLA
You know my uncle would kill me
for meeting you like this.
ZEB
Let him try.
They start walking down the private dirt road headed 
nowhere. Gabriella playfully pushes Zeb and he lets 
her.
ZEB
What’s a pretty girl like you
doing in no man’s land Cedar
County?
GABRIELLA
It’s the land of opportunity.
Zeb watches her and she dances around in the middle 
of the road with her arms held high.
INT. ZEB'S SHED - NIGHT (BRYAN’S MANCAVE)16 16
Zeb lays down alone. Suddenly, a bag is thrown over 
his head and we can’t tell who. Zeb fights to get his 
breath. He struggles with the lurking figure in the 
dark. They both hit each other rapidly. Zeb takes one 
last blow to the head and is knocked out.
EXT. RIVER BEND - DAY (TIFFANY’S)17 17
DREAM SEQUENCE
Back of head of young boy watching others swing on a 
rope into a river.
FLASH--fireworks.
Zeb is older now, same shot of back of head, in 
water.
FLASH--boys and fireworks.
Young Zeb turns around facing camera, looking right 
into it.
FLASH--Baseball.
He’s older, in water, turning around.
FLASH--Harvest season.
Young Zeb in fog with AR-15.
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Fishing on the pond.
Young Zeb in closeup looking at camera, then goes 
under water.
FLASH-
Older Zeb pops out, taking a huge breath in anguish.
END DREAM SEQUENCE.
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - DAY  (BRYAN’S MANCAVE)18 18
Zeb has a throbbing headache as he stumbles out of 
the shed. At his truck and sees that there’s a note 
stuck to the windshield. It says, “Remember which 
side of the border you’re from.”
EXT./INT. ZEB'S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  (RED HOUSE)19 19
Zeb is driving fast down the dirt road.
Zeb gets out of his truck at a nondescript red house 
in the weeds. WAYNE is getting out of his truck, beer 
in hand. Zeb grabs him by the shirt and pins him 
against the truck.
ZEB
Did you put the note on my
truck?!
WAYNE
Whoa! Don’t go all PTSD on me!
(beat, Zeb pauses)
Frank just thought you needed
to be reminded which side of
the border you live on.
Zeb throws a punch to Wayne’s face and they wrestle. 
WAYNE pins Zeb against the truck then tosses him back 
laughing.
EXT./INT. ZEB'S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  (RED HOUSE)20 20
Zeb is driving down the dirt road toward another 
farm. A tractor is seen in the distance plowing up 
the field.
EXT. TRACTOR FIELD - DAY  (RED HOUSE)21 21
Zeb drives to the edge of the field and walks fast 
toward the tractor. The tractor stops. FRANK, a 50-
something-year-old farmer, hops down from the 
tractor.
Zeb swings at him. FRANK punches back and the two men 
fight in the freshly-plowed field.
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Zeb walks off.
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY  (SPINKS RANCH)22 22
Zeb is talking to Wes, both in separate cars in the 
middle of road, and pointing toward the green muck 
all around the property.
ZEB
That’s another thing I don’t
get, Wes. The fish aren’t
biting, the well water has a
different taste to it than
before, and there’s this new
green muck everywhere.
Wes drives away.
EXT. OWENS MILL - DUSK (OWEN MILLS)23 23
Gabriella walks across bridge, and looks over to 
where she once saw Zeb. He’s not there.
EXT. JOSE’S TRUCK - DUSK. (FARM HOUSE)24 24
Gabriella is sitting in the back of the truck as it 
rumbles down a dirt road. She’s texting.
EXT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - NIGHT  (FARM HOUSE)25 25
Zeb and Gabriella lay in the back of his truck bed 
looking up at the stars. Gabriella is pointing to the 
different ones naming them in Spanish.
GABRIELLA
(In Spanish) We share the same
stars (then in english) We
share the same stars.
MOS
GABRIELLA
Zeb, my uncle doesn’t hate you.




It’s easy for you. For me, I
can’t mess up my work Visa and
risk putting my family at risk.
My money is my family’s money.
EXT./INT. ZEB'S TRUCK & DT ROAD - NIGHT  (FARM HOUSE)26 26
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Zeb is about to drop her off. He leans into Gabriella 
and touches her face.
ZEB
Can I kiss you goodnight?
Zeb leans in to kiss her softly but stops at caresses 
her face. He takes a moment to stare at her and then 
opens the door for her to get out.
ZEB
Gracias.
EXT. ZEB'S SHED - NIGHT  (JONES FARM)27 27
Zeb is getting out of his truck to shut the gate. He 
drops his keys on the ground when he hears multiple 
footsteps.
FRANK
Zeb. Is that you? We just want
to talk to you.
Zeb grabs his rifle from under his front seat.
FRANK
Zeb! We just want to talk to
you, that’s all!
Zeb is trying to find his keys in the dark while 
killing his truck lights at the same time.
FRANK
I hear you been asking
questions about the chicken
plants! (Beat) Thought a farmer
like yourself would be smarter
than that.
Zeb grabs some shells from his glove box and takes 
off for the woods. Two men chase after him.
FRANK
Come out, come out wherever you
are!
He sees two silhouettes separate below, to cover more 
ground. When one appears below him, Zeb lays down his 
gun quietly in the stand and jumps from the deer 
stand onto him. The man quits moving. Zeb flips him 
over. It’s Frank. Zeb raises his fist at him, and 
then WAYNE tackles him from behind.
EXT./INT. ZEB'S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  (SPINKS 
RANCH)
28 28
Zeb is bloodied and wearing the clothes he wore from 
the night before. He checks in the mirror and tries 
to wipe the dirt off his face while driving.
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He turns into the chicken plant when he notices that 
no one is there.
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY  (SPINKS RANCH)29 29
The doors all have padlocks on them and a sign reads 
on each one, “Closed for Environmental Reasons Until 
Further Notice.”
EXT./INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY (SPINKS 
RANCH)
30 30
Zeb hops back into his truck and speeds toward WES’s 
place.
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY  (SPINKS RANCH)31 31
Zeb runs up to the barn and sees Wes looking over his 
equipment with a sheet of paper and pen.
ZEB
Wes! What’s goin on! I just saw
that your place is boarded up.
Wes keeps on assessing his equipment.
WES
They did it. They took it all.
They ruined me. They chewed me
up, treated me like a tenant
farmer and threw me out to dry.
All of it.
ZEB
What are you talking about?!
You just said how amazing it
was! You wanted me to be your
partner.
WES
Zeb, I won’t even be able to
farm that land in my lifetime
they made it so toxic.
Everything is in my name, the
buildings, the land, the




Wes stops what he’s doing and stares at Zeb.
WES
20
You don’t get it, Zeb. No work,
no work visa. She and her
family left last night for
another plant in Texas before
their visa runs out. I’m
ruined.
Zeb starts to head back to his truck. Wes hands him a 
note before he leaves.
WES
She wanted you to have this.
Zeb fights back his tears and starts to head out to 
his truck. He flings his truck door open and reads 
the letter.
Dear Zeb.....
EXT. HIGHWAY - SUNSET  (SPINKS RANCH)32 32
Zeb is smiling holding onto the letter with his arm 
out the window driving down the road.
21
FILMMAKER STATEMENT OF 
RESPONSIBILITY 
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(SIGNATURES ON PAGE 2) 
Filmmaker’s Code of Responsibility Page | 1 
Student: Email: Phone: 
Course#: Professor: 
Project Title: Date: 
STUDENT FILMMAKERS’ CODE OF RESPONSIBILITIES
UNO student project crew members are expected to follow professional production practices and adhere 
to the Student Filmmakers’ Code of Responsibility, listed below.  
Professional production practices include: Obtaining written permissions and permits (for location 
filming, employment of minors, etc.), carrying appropriate insurance, observing and adhering to safety 
rules and safe behavior, properly adhering to any and all agreements entered into (including SAG-
AFTRA), meeting all obligations, and making all promised payments in a timely manner. 
1. The Student Filmmaker of the short film project is responsible for all UNO equipment checked out
for their project.  This responsibility includes not allowing anyone who is not certified or qualified to
operate UNO equipment.
2. While filming on location:
a. Obtain written permission for all location filming (by owner or legal agent of owner).
b. File for City, State or Parish filming permit, where required.
c. Be considerate to the businesses and neighbors
d. Create no excessive noise.
e. Make notification to all those who will be impacted by the filming.
3. Absolutely no alcohol or drugs may be consumed on set or on location or during work hours.
4. No smoking on set or within 25 feet of an exterior location. This includes so-called “vaping” or
“eCigarettes”.
a. All cigarette butts must be collected – provide a can or other receptacle for this.
5. Collect and properly dispose of all trash generated by the production.
6. Crew members must wear appropriate work clothing and proper footwear (no open-toed footwear).
Clothing that does not display common sense or good taste shall not be worn to work.
7. If the script includes stunts. a Stunt Coordinator who is approved by the course Instructor must be
engaged to supervise stunts (someone who has professional film credits as a Stunt Coordinator).
Student must secure a “Stunt Coordinator Information” form.
8. No guns are allowed on set.
9. When using Prop weapons (which must be non-firing replicas), one crew member must be designated
to manage and hold all weapons whenever the camera is not rolling.  Generally, this will be the Prop
Master.
10. Students must follow all General Rules for Safety:
a. Limit work hours to 12 hours (not including lunch). Exhaustion can lead to accidents both on
and off set (driving home).
b. Always designate the crew member who is in charge of safety.  In general, this will be the 1st
AD.  When a Stunt Coordinator is employed, he/she shall be equally responsible for safety of
all crew.






Filmmaker’s Code of Responsibility Page | 2 
d. Maintain clear walkways and exit passageways.  Do not block exits with equipment.
e. Cover all cables and other hazards that are run along walkways or other public areas.
f. Do not operate equipment for which you are not certified or qualified.
g. Carry and have quick access to at least one working fire extinguisher (or more, as the
situation requires) (available on the department’s grip truck).
h. Carry, at a minimum, one industrial/workplace first-aid kit at all times (available on the
department’s grip truck).
i. Locate the address of the nearest hospital to each filming location.  This information MUST
be included on each day’s Call Sheet.
By signing this code of responsibilities, crew member agrees to abide by this code and acknowledges that 
violation of this code may result in a failing grade for the Student Filmmaker named above,  enrolled in 
the FTA production course listed above, for which this project is being made. 
ACKNOWLEDGED & AGREED BY: 
       PRINT NAME 
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Crew Agreement/Terms and Conditions  Page | 1 
Student: Email: Phone: 
Course#: Professor: 
Project Title: Date: 
STUDENT PROJECT CREW AGREEMENT 
After signing Agreement, Crew Member is to keep Terms and Conditions on Page 2 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
CITY:   STATE:  ZIP CODE: 
EMAIL ADDRESS:   
IS CREW MEMBER A UNO STUDENT?  Yes: □ No: □
EMERGENCY CONTACT (Name & phone number):  
CREW POSITION:  
SCHEDULED WORK DATES: ____________________TO _____________________________ 
ADDT'L TERMS: _______________________________________________________________ 
SCREEN CREDIT (Print name as you wish it to appear. Credit given at sole discretion of Student 
Filmmaker): ____________________________________________________________________ 
PERSONAL TOOLS & EQUIPMENT ARE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF CREW MEMBER. 
CREW MEMBER MUST SIGN UNO FTA FILMMAKERS’ CODE OF RESPONSIBILITY.
AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED: 
SIGNATURE   DATE  
    STUDEN FILMMAKER OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE        DATE
By signing above, crew member acknowledges and agrees to the following Standard Terms and 
Conditions: 
KENDRA MORRIS
THESIS KATIE G. 
CEDAR COUNTY 7.24.19
KEITH ALAN MORRIS










Crew Agreement/Terms and Conditions  Page | 2 
UNO STUDENT PROJECT CREW MEMBER TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
1. COMPENSATION: The UNO film program relies on students exchanging services for their
productions.  Therefore no UNO student may be paid to work on a UNO Department of Film
& Theatre Student Production.
2. MEALS:  The Production will provide meal breaks and/or food at (6) hour intervals.
3. SCREEN CREDIT:  Screen credit is not guaranteed and is solely at the Student
Filmmaker’s discretion.
4. RIGHTS:  Student Filmmaker named above shall be the owner of all of the results and
proceeds of Crew Member’s services for the above named Student Project, including any
copyright, trademark and any other intellectual property rights in any work or property
created by Crew Member, or anyone under their direction.
5. INSURANCE: Crew members are responsible for liability and collision insurance and
deductibles on her/his personal vehicle used in conjunction with this production. Insurance
coverage on items borrowed or rented from Crew Member is the responsibility of the Crew
Member unless set out otherwise in a formal written agreement.  Crew Member warrants that
any tools which Crew Member shall supply are in safe working condition and that Crew
Member possesses knowledge as to their safe manner of operation.
6. CREW MEMBER CONDUCT: Crew Member acknowledges that UNO Department of
Film & Theatre has a strict policy prohibiting the use of alcohol or controlled substances, and
weapons (other than props approved by Faculty Supervisor) and the use or possession of
same while working on this student project shall be cause for immediate dismissal from the
project and may result in a failing grade for the Student Filmmaker. Crew Member agrees to
sign and abide by the UNO FTA Filmmakers’ Code of Responsibility.
7. ASSIGNMENT: Student Filmmaker and/or UNO Department of Film & Theatre may
assign, transfer, license, delegate, and/or grant all or any part of its rights, privileges, and
property hereunder to any person or entity. This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall
inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, executors, administrators,
successors and assigns. Crew Member may not assign this Agreement or any of Crew
Member’s rights or obligations.
8. NO WAIVER:  The terms and conditions of this deal memo are binding on the Student
Filmmaker and Crew Member and shall not be waived or altered by any method.  Any added
conditions on the front of this deal memo inconsistent with these conditions of this agreement
shall be null and void.
9. PUBLICITY: Student Filmmaker and/or UNO Department of Film & Theatre shall have the
right to use Crew Member’s name, voice, picture and likeness in connection with the Project,
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Project Title: Date: 
CAST RELEASE 
I, the undersigned, hereby grant to UNO Student __________________________ (“the Filmmaker”) the right to 
photograph me and to record my voice, performances, poses, actions, plays and appearances, and use my picture, 
photograph, silhouette and other reproductions of my physical likeness in connection with the student project tentatively 
entitled_________________________________________(the “Picture”). 
I hereby grant to the Filmmaker, the University of New Orleans Department of Film & Theatre, and their successors, 
assigns, and licensees the perpetual right to use, as you may desire, all still and motion pictures and sound track recordings 
and records which the Filmmaker may make of me or of my voice, and the right to use my name or likeness in or in 
connection with the exhibition, advertising, exploiting and/or publicizing of the picture. I further grant the right to 
reproduce in any manner whatsoever any recordings including all instrumental, musical, or other sound effects produced 
by me, in connection with the production and/or postproduction of the Picture. 
I agree that I will not assert or maintain against the Filmmaker, University of New Orleans Department of Film &Theatre, 
or their successors, assigns and licensees, any claim, action, suit or demand of any kind or nature whatsoever, including 
but not limited to, those grounded upon invasion of privacy, rights of publicity or other civil rights, or for any reason in 
connection with your authorized use of my physical likeness and sound in the Picture as herein provided. 
By my signature here I understand that I will, to the best of my ability, adhere to the schedule agreed to prior to the 
beginning of my engagement. Additionally, I agree, to the best of my ability, to make myself available should it be 
necessary, to rerecord my voice and/or record voice-overs and otherwise perform any necessary sound work required after 
the end of filming. Should I not be able to perform such sound work, I understand that the Filmmaker may enter into 
agreement with another person to rerecord my dialogue and/or record voice-overs and use this sound work over my 
picture or however they deem appropriate. 
I further acknowledge that any commitments beyond the scope and intent of this release are the sole responsibility of the 
above named Student and not the UNO Department of Film & Theatre. 
I hereby certify and represent that I am over 18 years of age and have read the foregoing and fully understand the meaning 
and effect thereof. 
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Prof cs or: Katie G, 
Date: 7 .25.19 
CAST RELEASE 
I Poo
J. the undersigned. hereby grant to UNO Student Kendra Morris (
4'the Filmmaker") the ri�t to
photo ph mo and to record my voice, performances. poses, actions, plays and a�ar3!1ces, and use my p1cturc. . 
photograph. 'ilhou Ue and o her reproductions of my physical likeness in connectton with the student prOJet-'t tentattvely
cmtitl d Cedar County (tbe "Picture',. 
I h reby grant to the Filmmaker, the University of New Orleans Department of Film & 1?eatre, and their successors , 
assign , and licensees the perpetual right to use, as you may desire, all still and motion pictures and s�und �k r�rdmgs
and records which the Filmmaker may make of me or of my voice, and the right to use my name or likeness m or m 
connection with the exhibition, advertising, exploiting and/or publicizing of the picture. I further grant the right to 
reproduce in any manner whatsoever any recordings including all instrumental, musical, or other sound ef ects produced 
by me, in connection with the production and/or postproduction of the Picture. 
I agree that I will not assert or maintain against the Filmmaker, University of New Orleans Department of Film &Theatre, 
or their successors, assigns and licensees, any claim, action, suit or demand of any kind or nature whatsoever, including 
but not limited to, those grounded upon invasion of privacy, rights of publicity or other civil rights, or for any reason in 
connection with your authorized use of my physical likeness and sound in the Picture as herein provided. 
By my signature here I understand that I will, to the best of my ability, adhere to the schedule agreed to prior to the 
beginning of my engagement. Additionally, I agree, to the best of my ability, to make myself available should it be 
necessruy, to rerecord my voice and/or record voice-overs and otherwise perform any necessary sound work required after 
the end of filming. Should T not be able to perform such sound work, T understand that the Filmmaker may enter into 
agreement with another person to rerecord my dialogue and/or record voice-overs and use this sound work over my 
picture or however they deem appropriate. 
I further acknowledge that any commitments beyond the scope and intent of this release are the sole responsibility of the 
above named Student and not the UNO Department of Film & Theatre. 
I hereby certify and represent that I am over 18 years of age and have read the foregoing and fully understa d th and effect thereof. 




















I  r------------1- _______ _ 
ourse#: THESIS Professor: KATIE G. 
Project Tit! : CEDAR COUNTY Date: 7.29.19 
MINOR ACTOR RELEASE AND JNFORMA ON 
__ j 
Minors ( am one under eighteen years of age) may bt used in student production5 only under the 
folio ing ·ondition -: 
• pproval of the Course Instructor or Thesis Supervisor
• Signed p�rmission from a parent or legal guardian.
• Parent or legal guardian must have read, approved of, and initialed the production
C -ipt.
• Parent, legal guardian or person approved by parent / legal gL1ardian agrees to be
present during filming .
.,_,, , the undersigned, am/are the parent/parents or guardian of the below named minor child. 
I/We, the undersigned, being of lega age, do hereby consent and grant to the Student Filmmaker 
named above, (hereinafter sometimes referred to as '·you"), permission to photograph the below 
named minor child in connection with the student project tentatively entitled 
CEDAR COUNTY a (the "Picture''). 
I hereb_ grant to the Student Filmmaker, the University of New Orleans Depart1r.ent of Film & 
Theatre. and their successors, assigns and licensees the perpetual right to use. as \ ou may de_ ire. 
all still and motion pictures and records which you may make of his/her voke. in1....u<ling th 
right to substitute h · s, her voice for the voice of another person or persons. and the right to u · � 
his/her name or likeness in or in connection with the exhibition, advertising_ exploiting an or 
publicizing of the Pic,ure. I further grant the right to reproduce in any manner "\\<hatsocver any 
re ordings including all instrumental. musical, or other sound effects produced b1 hm her. ·n 
connection with the production and/or post production of the Picture. 
I further acknowledge and agree that any commitments beyond the scope and intent of this 
release are the sole responsibiiity of the above named Student Filmmaker tr its duly ap int d 
representative. and NOT the UNO Department of Film & Theatre. 
II 7-.'e. further agree and warrant that the below named minor child will not disaffirm )r li:,arnw 
:said consent and permission on the grounds that he/she was a minor on the date of .· cution 
thereof or any similar grounds whatsoever, or endeavor to rec°' er from you personall_ or 
through an) guardian. any sums for participating in the Picture. 
h reb) c rtiry and represent that I am the parent or legal guardian of the below nam ,ct mm )r 
child and I am over 18 years of age and have read the foregoing and fully md�rstand ti 
mcamn and effect thereof. 
P GE2) 





tuJ nt KENDRA MORRIS
-------------------,------------------� j 
( our-,e · THESIS Professor: KATIE G 
Project Title: CEDAR COUNTY Date: 7.29.19 
l\IL roR ACTOR RELEASE AND INFORMATION 
Minors (an_ one under eighteen years of age) may be used in student productions only under the 
folio ing con itions: 
• pproval of the Course Instructor or Thesis Supervisor
• ... igned pennission from a parent or legal guardian.
• Parent or legal guardian must have read, approved or, and initialed the production
script.
• Parent. legal guardian or person approved by parent; legal guardian agrees to be
present during filming.
l/\\'e. the undersigned. am/are the parent/parents or guardian of the below named minor child. 
I \'t.:, th under:signed, being of legal age, do hereby consent and grant to the Student Filmmaker 
naml'J above. (hereinafter sometimes referred to as ··you"), peimission to photograph the bdo\v 
named minor child in connection with the student project tentatively entitled 
CEDAR COUNTY c (the "Picture"). 
I hereby gran to the Student Filmmaker, the University of New Orleans Department of l-ilm & 
Th atre. and their successors, assigns and licensees the perpetual right to use, as you may desire, 
all still and motion pictures and records which you may make ot his/her voice. including the 
right to substitute his/her voice for the vcice of another person or persons. and the right to use 
his her name or likeness in or in connection with the exhibition, advertising. exploiting and/or 
publicizing of the Picture. I further grant the right to reproduce in any manner whatsoever an) 
recordings including all instrumental, musical, or other sound effects produced by him/her, in 
connl!ction with the production and/or post production of the Picture. 
I further acknov.kdgc and agree that any commitments beyond the scope and intem of this 
reka care .he sole responsibilit) of the above named Student Filmmaker )r it:-. duly appointed 
reprc ·entati\ . and NOT the UNO Department of Film & Theatre. 
1/V\ e, f 1rther agree and warrant that the below named minor child will not disaffirm or disavow 
aid consent and permission on the grounds that he/she was a minor on the date of e ·ecution 
thereof or any imilar grounds whatsoever, or endeavor to recover from you personally or 
through any guardian, any sums for participating in the Picture. 
I h rcb)' ccnify and repr sent that I am the parent or legal guardian of the helow named minor 
child, and I am over 18 years of age and have read the foregoing an<l fully under ·tand thl.! 































�---=�------- �- jCEDA R COUNTY Date: 7.29.19 
CAST RELEASE 
I. the under igned, hereby grant to U O Student KENDRA MORRIS ("the hlmmak1.:r'') the righl to
pho ograph me and to record my \ 01ce, performances, poses, actions, plays and appearances, and use my picrur
photograph, silhouette and other reproductions of my physical likeness in connection with the student proJCd tentative I_
.:ntitkd CEDAR COUNTY a(the ·'Picture").
l hcrcb ... grant to th Filmmaker, the University of New Orleans Department of Film & Theatre, and their ucce sors
, 1gn-., and Ii en· · the perpetual right to use, as you may desire, all still and motion pictures and sound track recording
and re ·ord.: , hi h the Filmmaker ma) make of me or of my voice, and the right to use n y name or Wen ss in or in
conncct'on v. ith the c.·hibition, advertising, e.·ploiting and/or publicizing of the picture. l further grant the right to
·1.;p oduc in , n_ manner hatsoe er an) recordings including all instrumental, musical, or other sound effects produced
b_ m •. in onnection \: ith the production and/or postproduction of the Picture.
I agr�t: that I ill not a scrt or maintain against the Filmmaker, University of Nev.. Orleans Department of Ftlm &Theatre. 
or their. ucc ·sor , a· igns and licensees. any claim, action, suit or demand of any kind or nature whatsoever, including 
hut no limited to, th "'-e grounded upon 1m asio" of privacy, rights of publicity or other civil rights, or for any reason in 
� nn • ·ti n \\ ith) our authorized u e of my ph)stcal likeness and sound in the Picture as herein provided. 
B) m signature here I understand that I will, to the best of my ability, adhere to the schedule agreed to prior to he
beginning ofm) engagement. Additionally, I agree, to the best ofmy ability, to make myself available should it be
n ce. sary, to rerecord my voice and/or record voice-overs and otherwise perform any necessa1� sound, ork req ired after
tht tmt of filmrng .• hould I not be able to perform such sound work, I understand that the rilmmaker n a_ nter int
a!.'.r m nt \1th nother p rson to r record my dialogue and/or record voice-overs and use this s mnd \\ rk > • r m.
pi tur or hov.,e-.er they deem appropriate.
I further ad.no, led0e that any commitments beyond the scope and intent of this release re the ole r pon ibility of th 
abo e named ·tudent and not the UNO Department of Film & Theatre. 
I he b) ct:rtif and rl-pre.sent that I am over 18 years of age and have read the foregoing and full_ un er tand the meaning 



















11 tudcnt KENDRA MORRIS
KATI G 
7 29.19 
n rform 111_;es, p ses, m;tions play and appc,tran 
1 ion of m) ph sical likeness in connection w,t 
___________________ __!!g(thc ''Picture"). 
ilmm k r. th Univt!rsit) of �,' Orleans Depattment of film & I h atr 
I e pcrp tual right to use, as you may desire, all still and motion pict1 re u 
Filmmaker may make of me or of my voice, and the right to use m_ name or Ii c 
t n ti n ith 1 e hibition, ad, e1tising, exploiting and/or publicizing of the picture. I further grant th 
prod I e in an_ nanncr \ haboever an) recordings including all instrumental, musical. o other ound 
m in r nc.: u n "th the production and/or postproduction of the Picture. 
a · rt or mamtain against the Filmmaker, University of e\.\ Orlean Depai1ment ot 
signs and licensees. any claim, action, suil or demand of any kind or nature h e 
e grounded upon invasion of privacy, rights of publicity or other civil rights. or for 
authorized use of my physical likeness and sound in the Picture as herein pr 
I nderstand that Twill, to the best of my ability, adhere to the schedule 
gement. Additionally, I agree, to the best of my ability, to make myself 
111y oic and/or record 01ce-overs and othe1wise perform any nee s, 
ould I not be able to perfi rm such sound work, I understand that the Fil 
r person to rerecord my dialogue and/or record voice-overs and u�c thi 
picture or  ho e er they deem appropriate. 
J funher ackno\ ledoe that any commitments beyond the scope and intent of this r lease are th 
amc t d...: t a  1d not the U ro Department of Film & Theatre. 
am 
and pres nt that I am over 18 years of age and have read the toregoing and 
WESLEY SPINKS Email: 
Phone: 
ES Address: 
7 29 19 
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Cedar County 7.24.2019 
Pro ·ect Title: Date: 
EXTRAS GROUP RELEASE 
Kendra Morris 
I, the undersigned, hereby grant to UNO Student ___________ ("the Filmmaker") the nght 
to photograph me and to record my voice, performances, poses, actions, plays and appear�nces, _and use my
picture, photograph, silhouette and other reproductions of my physical liker:iess in connect10n with the student 
project tentatively entitled Cedar County (the "Picture"). 
I hereby grant to the Filmmaker, the University of New O�leans Department of Film & Theatre, and their 
successors, assigns, and licensees the perpetual right to use, as you may desire, all still and motion �ictures and 
sound track recordings and records which the Filmmaker may make of me or of my voice, and the nght to use 
my name or likeness in or in connection with the exhibition, advertising, exploiting and/or publicizing of the 
picture. I further grant the right to reproduce in any manner whatsoever any recordings including all 
instrumental, musical, or other sound effects produced by me, in connection with the production and/or 
postproduction of the Picture. 
I agree that I will not assert or maintain against the Filmmaker, University of New Orleans Department of Film 
& Theatre, or their successors, assigns and licensees, any claim, action, suit or demand of any kind or nature 
whatsoever, including but not limited to, those grounded upon invasion of privacy, rights of publicity or other 
civil rights, or for any reason in connection with your authorized use of my physical likeness and sound in the 
Picture as herein provided. I further acknowledge that any commitments beyond the scope and intent of this 
release are-the sole responsibility of the above named student and not the UNO Department of Film & Theatre. 
I hereby certify and represent that I am over 18 years of age and have read the foregoing and fully understand 
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Pe mi!').-ion i · h ·reb_, granted to _____________ (student filmmaker) by 
_J 
WES & MEUSSA SPINKS SPINKS RANCH 
______________ (Owner/Agent) to use _______________ the
propert) and adjacent area, located at ______________________ for the 
pt o. e of photoerdphing and recording scenes (interior and/or exterior) for motion pictures. with the r'ght to 
• ·h"bn all or a _ part of said scenes 111 motion pictures throughout the world, in perpetuity. Said permission shall
include the right to bring personnel and equipment (including props and temporary sets) onto said property, and to 
remo\ e the -ame after completion of filming. 
Tbe abo pem1 !)Sion is granted for a period of_
4 




_________ (Day and Date) an en mg on _________ (Day and Date). 
The O gent does hereb) warrant and represent that the Owner/Agent has full right and author'ty t enter 
1 to this l cment concerning the above-described premises, and that the consent or permission of no other
pt:r!)on, firm r ... orporation is necessary to enable Student Filmmaker to enjoy full rig'1ts ·o the use f id 
premises and hc1t the Owner/Agent docs hereby indemnify and agree to hold Student fii;nmaker, ::md the 
nivcrsit ot v. Ori ans Department of Film & Theatre, free and harmless from an_ foe .. arising from, 
grow in� ut of or concerning a breach of this warranty. 
Original urpos f said motion picture/video is for academic credit with ownership and distrit uti 1 right to be 






Student: Phone & Email: 
Course #: Professor: 
Project Title: Date: 
LOCATION CONTRACT 
Permission is hereby granted to ____________________________ (student filmmaker) by 
_______________________________ (Owner/Agent) to use _________________________________ the 
property and adjacent area, located at _________________________________________________ for the 
purpose of photographing and recording scenes (interior and/or exterior) for motion pictures, with the right to 
exhibit all or any part of said scenes in motion pictures throughout the world, in perpetuity. Said permission shall 
include the right to bring personnel and equipment (including props and temporary sets) onto said property, and to 
remove the same after completion of filming. 
The above permission is granted for a period of ____________ Days   Weeks, beginning on 
__________________ (Day and Date) and ending on ___________________ (Day and Date). 
The Owner/Agent does hereby warrant and represent that the Owner/Agent has full right and authority to enter 
into this agreement concerning the above-described premises, and that the consent or permission of no other 
person, firm, or corporation is necessary to enable Student Filmmaker to enjoy full rights to the use of said 
premises, and that the Owner/Agent does hereby indemnify and agree to hold Student Filmmaker, and the 
University of New Orleans Department of Film & Theatre, free and harmless from any fees, arising from, 
growing out of, or concerning a breach of this warranty. 
Original purpose of said motion picture/video is for academic credit with ownership and distribution rights to be 
retained by the student(s) for his/her/their discretionary use. 
_____________________________________________________ 
STUDENT FILMMAKER 
________________________________________      ____________________  
OWNER/ AGENT DATE    PHONE 
ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________________________ 
KENDRA MORRIS




















DAY 1, 12,  RIVER BEND  6/8 1
24 EXT
JOSE’S TRUCK









DAY 1,  FARM HOUSE  4/8 1
11 INT
ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
The papers are sprawled out on his truck seat. They are boundary …
DAY 1,  FARM HOUSE  2/8 0.5
10 EXT
COURTHOUSE
Zeb bounds down the steps of the courthouse with a stack of paper…
DAY 1,  COURTHOUSE  1/8 0.5
7 EXT
TOWN
Zeb drives through the town square and over the mile long bridge …
DAY 1,  TOWN  1/8 0.5
8 EXT
CHICKEN FARM ROAD
A few miles of driving and we see several rows of long chicken bu…
DAY 1,  LAKE ROAD  2/8 0.5
18 EXT
ZEB’S SHED




























End of Day 2 of 5 — Total Pages:  2 2/8 pgs — Est. Time:  8.50h — Thu, Jul 25, 2019
30 EXT/INT
ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb hops back into his truck and speeds toward WES’s place.
DAY 1,  SPINKS RANCH  1/8 0.5
6 EXT
SPINKS RANCH
Zeb has the back of his truck pulled up next to the barn. He and …
DAY 1, 5, 7,  SPINKS RANCH  6/8 1.5
9 EXT
CHICKEN FARM ROAD




 SPINKS RANCH 2 2/8 3
22 EXT
CHICKEN FARM ROAD
Zeb is talking to Wes, both in separate cars in the middle of roa…





Zeb runs up to the barn and sees Wes looking over his equipment w…
DAY 1, 3,  SPINKS RANCH 1 0/0 2
29 EXT
CHICKEN FARM ROAD
The doors all have padlocks on them and a sign reads on each one,…
DAY 1,  SPINKS RANCH  1/8 0.5
28 EXT/INT
ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb is bloodied and wearing the clothes he wore from the night be…
DAY 1,  SPINKS RANCH  2/8 0.5
4 EXT
RANCH
Zeb rides through the cattle sorting the various breeds.
DUSK 1, 3,  SPINKS RANCH  1/8 1
32 EXT
HIGHWAY
Zeb is smiling holding onto the letter with his arm out the windo…
SUNSET 1,  SPINKS RANCH  1/8 1
End of Day 3 of 5 — Total Pages:  5 1/8 pgs — Est. Time:  12.00h — Fri, Jul 26, 2019
12 EXT/INT
ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
The sun is setting and Zeb is headed to his favorite fishing hole…
DAY 1,  FARM HOUSE  2/8 0.5
19 EXT/INT
ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb is driving fast down the dirt road.
DAY 1, 6,  RED HOUSE  4/8 1
CEDAR COUNTY  Shooting Schedules v2  p
55
20 EXT/INT
ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb is driving down the dirt road toward another farm. A tractor …
DAY 1, 4,  RED HOUSE  1/8 0.5
21 EXT
TRACTOR FIELD
Zeb drives to the edge of the field and walks fast toward the tra…
DAY 1, 4,  RED HOUSE  2/8 0.5







JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL
The road is overgrown and branches scratch the side of his truck.…




Gabriella walks across bridge, and looks over to where she once s…
DUSK 2,  OWEN'S MILL  1/8 0.5
5 EXT
DIRT ROAD
Zeb is pulled up to WAYNE’s truck, a 50 something year old ranch …
DUSK 1, 4, 6,  FARM HOUSE  5/8 1
End of Day 4 of 5 — Total Pages:  3 1/8 pgs — Est. Time:  8.00h — Sat, Jul 27, 2019
15 EXT
JOHNSON’S FIELD
Zeb drives up to a bend in the road and pulls over. He walks behi…
NIGHT 1, 2,  JOHNSON'S FIELD  4/8 1
27 EXT
ZEB’S SHED
Zeb is getting out of his truck to shut the gate. He drops his ke…
NIGHT 1, 4, 6,  JONES FARM  6/8 1.5
25 EXT
ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb and Gabriella lay in the back of his truck bed looking up at …
NIGHT 1, 2,  FARM HOUSE  4/8 1.5
26 EXT/INT
ZEB’S TRUCK & DT ROAD
Zeb is about to drop her off. He leans into Gabriella and touches…
NIGHT 1, 2,  FARM HOUSE  3/8 1

















Wed, Jul 24, 2019





Clear throughout the day.
SET LOCATION PARKING & NOTES NEAREST HOSPITAL
1 Stockton
MO 65785, USA
Bahr family creek; park at end of road CMH Stockton Rehabilitation Clinic




Bryan Jones horse farm; park in front of barn Citizens Memorial Hospital
1500 N Oakland Ave, Bolivar, MO 65613, USA
(417) 326-6000
TIME SCENE DESCRIPTION D/N CAST LOCATION PAGES EST. (H)
2:00pm 17 EXT RIVER BEND
DREAM SEQUENCE D
12, 1 RIVER BEND  6/8 1.00h
6:00pm 24 EXT JOSE’S TRUCK





ID TALENT CHARACTER STATUS PICKUP CALL ON SET
1 GS George Stumpf "ZEB" SW – 2:00pm –
2 HL Hanna Laub "GABRIELLA" SW – 6:00pm 5:45pm
8 MS Mike Smith "JOSE" SW – 6:00pm 5:45pm






EXTRAS & ATMOSPHERE (2 Total)
QTY CHARACTER CALL ON SET QTY CHARACTER CALL ON SET

















Thu, Jul 25, 2019 Day 2 of 5
TIME SCENE DESCRIPTION D/N CAST LOCATION PAGES EST. (H)
3:00pm 1 EXT AFGANISTAN OPEN FIELD
Fade in: D
1 FARM HOUSE  4/8 1.00h
4:00pm 11
INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
The papers are sprawled out on his truck seat. They are boundary
…
D 1 FARM HOUSE  2/8 0.50h
4:30pm 10
EXT COURTHOUSE
Zeb bounds down the steps of the courthouse with a stack of
paper…
D 1 COURTHOUSE  1/8 0.50h
5:00pm 7
EXT TOWN
Zeb drives through the town square and over the mile long bridge
…
D 1 TOWN  1/8 0.50h
5:30pm 8 EXT CHICKEN FARM ROAD
A few miles of driving and we see several rows of long chicken bu… D
1 LAKE ROAD  2/8 0.50h
6:00pm 18
EXT ZEB’S SHED





7:00pm MEAL BREAK 1.00h
8:00pm 2 INT ZEB’S SHED































Sound Mixer Keith Morris
19177017163 km9000@gmail.com
2:00pm






































Thu, Jul 25, 2019
Day 2 of 5
Crew Call: 2:00pm
SET LOCATION PARKING & NOTES NEAREST HOSPITAL
1 Stockton
MO 65785, USA
farm house, where we're staying CMH Stockton Rehabilitation Clinic





113 South St, Stockton, MO 65785, USA
CMH Stockton Rehabilitation Clinic






CMH Stockton Rehabilitation Clinic






CMH Stockton Rehabilitation Clinic
1521 S 1453 Rd St, Stockton, MO 65785, USA
(417) 276-2401
5 Stockton
MO 65785, USA Bryan's farm house; near the barn
Citizens Memorial Hospital
1155 W Parkview St, Bolivar, MO 65613, USA
(417) 326-7246
TIME SCENE DESCRIPTION D/N CAST LOCATION PAGES EST. (H)
3:00pm 1 EXT AFGANISTAN OPEN FIELD
Fade in: D
1 FARM HOUSE  4/8 1.00h
4:00pm 11
INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
The papers are sprawled out on his truck seat. They are boundary
…
D 1 FARM HOUSE  2/8 0.50h
4:30pm 10
EXT COURTHOUSE
Zeb bounds down the steps of the courthouse with a stack of
paper…
D 1 COURTHOUSE  1/8 0.50h
5:00pm 7
EXT TOWN
Zeb drives through the town square and over the mile long bridge
…
D 1 TOWN  1/8 0.50h
5:30pm 8 EXT CHICKEN FARM ROAD
A few miles of driving and we see several rows of long chicken bu… D
1 LAKE ROAD  2/8 0.50h
6:00pm 18
EXT ZEB’S SHED





7:00pm MEAL BREAK 1.00h
8:00pm 2 INT ZEB’S SHED
































ID TALENT CHARACTER STATUS PICKUP CALL ON SET
1 GS George Stumpf "ZEB" W – 3:00pm –
6 MS Mike Smith "WAYNE" SW – 10:00pm 9:45pm
DEPARTMENT NOTES
STUNT  ght scene in Zeb's bed
PROPS burlap bag, military gun, report papers, report binder
WARDROBE military pants, boots, cowboy hat,  
Fri, Jul 26, 2019 Day 3 of 5
TIME SCENE DESCRIPTION D/N CAST LOCATION PAGES EST. (H)
7:00am 30 EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb hops back into his truck and speeds toward WES’s place. D
1 SPINKS RANCH  1/8 0.50h
7:30am 6 EXT SPINKS RANCH
Zeb has the back of his truck pulled up next to the barn. He and … D
5, 1, 7 SPINKS RANCH  6/8 1.50h
9:00am 9 EXT CHICKEN FARM ROAD
Zeb parks his truck away from the front doors to inspect the acti… D
1, 8, 3, 2 SPINKS RANCH 2 2/8 3.00h
12:00pm 22 EXT CHICKEN FARM ROAD
Zeb is talking to Wes, both in separate cars in the middle of roa… D
1, 3 SPINKS RANCH  3/8 1.00h
1:00pm MEAL BREAK 1.00h
2:00pm 31
EXT SPINKS RANCH
Zeb runs up to the barn and sees Wes looking over his equipment
w…
D 1, 3 SPINKS RANCH 1 0/0 2.00h
4:00pm 29
EXT CHICKEN FARM ROAD
The doors all have padlocks on them and a sign reads on each one,
…
D 1 SPINKS RANCH  1/8 0.50h
4:30pm 28
EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb is bloodied and wearing the clothes he wore from the night
be…
D 1 SPINKS RANCH  2/8 0.50h
5:00pm 4 EXT RANCH
Zeb rides through the cattle sorting the various breeds. D
1, 3 SPINKS RANCH  1/8 1.00h
6:00pm 32 EXT HIGHWAY
Zeb is smiling holding onto the letter with his arm out the windo… D
1 SPINKS RANCH  1/8 1.00h
TOTAL 5 1/8 12.00h




























Fri, Jul 26, 2019





Clear throughout the day.
SET LOCATION PARKING & NOTES NEAREST HOSPITAL
1 Spinks Ranch
16381 S Hwy 97, Jerico Springs, MO 64756,
USA
(417) 398-2572
park by horse barn
CMH El Dorado Springs Medical Center &
Walk-In Clinic
322 E Hospital Rd, El Dorado Springs, MO 64744,
USA
(417) 876-2118
TIME SCENE DESCRIPTION D/N CAST LOCATION PAGES EST. (H)
7:00am 30 EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb hops back into his truck and speeds toward WES’s place. D
1 SPINKS RANCH  1/8 0.50h
7:30am 6 EXT SPINKS RANCH
Zeb has the back of his truck pulled up next to the barn. He and … D
5, 1, 7 SPINKS RANCH  6/8 1.50h
9:00am 9 EXT CHICKEN FARM ROAD
Zeb parks his truck away from the front doors to inspect the acti… D
1, 8, 3, 2 SPINKS RANCH 2 2/8 3.00h
12:00pm 22 EXT CHICKEN FARM ROAD
Zeb is talking to Wes, both in separate cars in the middle of roa… D
1, 3 SPINKS RANCH  3/8 1.00h
1:00pm MEAL BREAK 1.00h
2:00pm 31
EXT SPINKS RANCH
Zeb runs up to the barn and sees Wes looking over his equipment
w…
D 1, 3 SPINKS RANCH 1 0/0 2.00h
4:00pm 29
EXT CHICKEN FARM ROAD
The doors all have padlocks on them and a sign reads on each one,
…
D 1 SPINKS RANCH  1/8 0.50h
4:30pm 28
EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb is bloodied and wearing the clothes he wore from the night
be…
D 1 SPINKS RANCH  2/8 0.50h
5:00pm 4 EXT RANCH
Zeb rides through the cattle sorting the various breeds. D
1, 3 SPINKS RANCH  1/8 1.00h
6:00pm 32 EXT HIGHWAY
Zeb is smiling holding onto the letter with his arm out the windo… D
1 SPINKS RANCH  1/8 1.00h
TOTAL 5 1/8 12.00h
ID TALENT CHARACTER STATUS PICKUP CALL ON SET
1 GS George Stumpf "ZEB" W – 7:00am 7:00am







EXTRAS & ATMOSPHERE (1 Total)







3 WS Wes Spinks "WES" SWF – 7:00am 7:00am
8 MS Mike Smith "JOSE" W – 7:00am 7:00am
5 BS Buster Spinks "BUSTER" SWF – 7:00am 7:00am
7 LS Liam Spinks "LIAM" SWF – 7:00am 7:00am
QTY CHARACTER CALL ON SET
2 RANCH FAMILY 7:00am 7:00am
Sat, Jul 27, 2019 Day 4 of 5
TIME SCENE DESCRIPTION D/N CAST LOCATION PAGES EST. (H)
10:00am 12 EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
The sun is setting and Zeb is headed to his favorite  shing hole… D
1 FARM HOUSE  2/8 0.50h
10:30am 19 EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb is driving fast down the dirt road. D
1, 6 RED HOUSE  4/8 1.00h
11:30am 20 EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb is driving down the dirt road toward another farm. A tractor … D
1, 4 RED HOUSE  1/8 0.50h
12:00pm 21 EXT TRACTOR FIELD
Zeb drives to the edge of the  eld and walks fast toward the tra… D
4, 1 RED HOUSE  2/8 0.50h




2:00pm 13 EXT/INT JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL
The road is overgrown and branches scratch the side of his truck.… D
2, 1 OWEN'S MILL  4/8 1.50h
3:30pm MEAL BREAK 1.00h
4:30pm 23 EXT OWENS MILL
Gabriella walks across bridge, and looks over to where she once s… D
2 OWEN'S MILL  1/8 0.50h
5:00pm 5 EXT DIRT ROAD
Zeb is pulled up to WAYNE’s truck, a 50 something year old ranch … D
1, 6, 4 FARM HOUSE  5/8 1.00h
TOTAL 3 1/8 8.00h



























Sat, Jul 27, 2019
Day 4 of 5
Crew Call: 9:00am
SET LOCATION PARKING & NOTES NEAREST HOSPITAL
1 Stockton
MO 65785, USA farm house; where we're staying
CMH Stockton Rehabilitation Clinic
1521 S 1453 Rd St, Stockton, MO 65785, USA
(417) 276-2401
2 Stockton
MO 65785, USA red house; where frank lives
Citizens Memorial Hospital
1500 N Oakland Ave, Bolivar, MO 65613, USA
(417) 326-6000
3 Stockton
MO 65785, USA owen mills
Citizens Memorial Healthcare
Stockton, MO 65785, USA
(888) 328-6010
TIME SCENE DESCRIPTION D/N CAST LOCATION PAGES EST. (H)
10:00am 12 EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
The sun is setting and Zeb is headed to his favorite  shing hole… D
1 FARM HOUSE  2/8 0.50h
10:30am 19 EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb is driving fast down the dirt road. D
1, 6 RED HOUSE  4/8 1.00h
11:30am 20 EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb is driving down the dirt road toward another farm. A tractor … D
1, 4 RED HOUSE  1/8 0.50h
12:00pm 21 EXT TRACTOR FIELD
Zeb drives to the edge of the  eld and walks fast toward the tra… D
4, 1 RED HOUSE  2/8 0.50h
12:30pm 14 EXT/INT JONES FAMILY FARM
Zeb introduces himself D
1, 2, 8 FARM HOUSE  6/8 1.50h
2:00pm 13 EXT/INT JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL
The road is overgrown and branches scratch the side of his truck.… D
2, 1 OWEN'S MILL  4/8 1.50h
3:30pm MEAL BREAK 1.00h
4:30pm 23 EXT OWENS MILL
Gabriella walks across bridge, and looks over to where she once s… D
2 OWEN'S MILL  1/8 0.50h
5:00pm 5 EXT DIRT ROAD
Zeb is pulled up to WAYNE’s truck, a 50 something year old ranch … D















ID TALENT CHARACTER STATUS PICKUP CALL ON SET
1 GS George Stumpf "ZEB" W – 10:00am –
2 HL Hanna Laub "GABRIELLA" W – 12:30pm 12:15pm
4 FS Frank Smith "FRANK" W – 11:30am 11:15am
6 MS Mike Smith "WAYNE" W – 10:30am 10:15am
Sun, Jul 28, 2019 Day 5 of 5
TIME SCENE DESCRIPTION D/N CAST LOCATION PAGES EST. (H)
5:00pm 15 EXT JOHNSON’S FIELD




6:00pm 27 EXT ZEB’S SHED
Zeb is getting out of his truck to shut the gate. He drops his ke… N
4, 6, 1 JONES FARM  6/8 1.50h
7:30pm 25 EXT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb and Gabriella lay in the back of his truck bed looking up at … N
2, 1 FARM HOUSE  4/8 1.50h
9:00am 26 EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DT ROAD
Zeb is about to drop her o . He leans into Gabriella and touches… N
1, 2 FARM HOUSE  3/8 1.00h
TOTAL 2 1/8 5.00h






























Sun, Jul 28, 2019





Possible light rain overnight.
SET LOCATION PARKING & NOTES NEAREST HOSPITAL
1 Stockton
MO 65785, USA Johnson's bean  eld
Citizens Memorial Hospital
1500 N Oakland Ave, Bolivar, MO 65613, USA
(417) 326-6000
2 Stockton
MO 65785, USA Jones farm entrance 
CMH Stockton Rehabilitation Clinic
1521 S 1453 Rd St, Stockton, MO 65785, USA
(417) 276-2401
3 Stockton
MO 65785, USA farm house where we're staying
Citizens Memorial Healthcare
Stockton, MO 65785, USA
(888) 328-6010
TIME SCENE DESCRIPTION D/N CAST LOCATION PAGES EST. (H)
5:00pm 15 EXT JOHNSON’S FIELD




6:00pm 27 EXT ZEB’S SHED
Zeb is getting out of his truck to shut the gate. He drops his ke… N
4, 6, 1 JONES FARM  6/8 1.50h
7:30pm 25 EXT ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD
Zeb and Gabriella lay in the back of his truck bed looking up at … N
2, 1 FARM HOUSE  4/8 1.50h
9:00pm 26 EXT/INT ZEB’S TRUCK & DT ROAD
Zeb is about to drop her o . He leans into Gabriella and touches… N
1, 2 FARM HOUSE  3/8 1.00h
TOTAL 2 1/8 5.00h
ID TALENT CHARACTER STATUS PICKUP CALL ON SET
1 GS George Stumpf "ZEB" WF – 5:00pm 4:45pm
2 HL Hanna Laub "GABRIELLA" WF – 5:00pm 4:45pm
4 FS Frank Smith "FRANK" WF – 6:00pm 5:45pm
6 MS Mike Smith "WAYNE" WF – 6:00pm 5:45pm














































CREW CALL: 1pm MEAL 2 / BREAK IN: n/a 
SHOOT CALL 2pm MEAL 2 / BREAK OUT: n/a 
FIRST SHOT: 2pm CAMERA WRAP: 8pm 
MEAL 1 IN: n/a CREW WRAP: 8pm 
MEAL 1 OUT: n/a LAST MAN: 8pm 
LOCATIONS: LEAD PRODUCTION CREW:
1. river bend Executive Producer: kendra morris 
2. bryan’s farm/mancave Producer: kendra morris 
3. Director: kendra morris 
4. Production Manager kendra morris 
5. Production Coordinator: kendra morris 
6. 1​st​ Assistant Director: kendra & keith morris 
CREW / TALENT TIMESHEET: 
POSITION NAME TRAVEL TIME IN TIME OUT OVERTIME REASON FOR OT














TALENT Mike Smith 6pm 8pm 







To create and send call sheets, shooting schedules, breakdowns and manage crew online, visit ​studiobinder.com​  1 of 3
82
MEDIA USAGE: 
# OF CARDS USED 1 SHOT TODAY (GB) 38.7 
PREVIOUSLY SHOT 
(GB) n/a 
TOTAL TO DATE 
(GB) 38.7 
CARD 
NUMBER FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION AUDIO NOTES
1 riverbend; gabriella, truck, wayne natural sounds; camera audio 
EQUIPMENT / TECH NOTES:
sony a series, rokinon lenses, rode lavs 
TALENT RELEASES LOG: 
NUMBER NAME LOCATION DESCRIPTION
12 extras riverbend swimming; beach 
2 hanna l. bryan farm truck bed 
8 mike s. bryan farm truck bed 
12 extra; alex s. bryan farm in truck 
LOCATION RELEASES LOG: 
NUMBER LOCATION OWNER NAME DESCRIPTION
n/a riverbend public space river bend 
1 bryan farm bryan jones bryan’s farm 
ANY RELEASES 
MISSING? WHY?
PAYMENTS ​(if applicable): 




CATERING​ ​(if applicable): 
IN OUT MEALS ORDERED:
FIRST MEAL n/a PLATE COUNT:
SECOND MEAL / BREAK CATERER:
SUBSTANTIALS  0 X  @ 
COMMENTS ​(absences, delays, pick up shots, etc): 
To create and send call sheets, shooting schedules, breakdowns and manage crew online, visit ​studiobinder.com​  2 of 3
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km
ON SET REPRESENTATIVE          PRODUCTION MANAGER











CREW CALL: 2pm MEAL 2 / BREAK IN: 7pm 
SHOOT CALL 3pm MEAL 2 / BREAK OUT: 8pm 
FIRST SHOT: 3pm CAMERA WRAP: 11pm 
MEAL 1 IN: 1pm CREW WRAP: 11pm 
MEAL 1 OUT: 2pm LAST MAN: 11pm 
LOCATIONS: LEAD PRODUCTION CREW:
1. farm house Executive Producer: kendra morris 
2. court house Producer: kendra morris 
3. stockton lake; mile long bridge Director: kendra morris 
4. stockton lake; storage units Production Manager kendra morris 
5. bryan’s mancave; farm Production Coordinator: kendra morris 
6.​ bryan’s mancave; farm 1​st​ Assistant Director: kendra & keith morris 
CREW / TALENT TIMESHEET: 
POSITION NAME TRAVEL TIME IN TIME OUT OVERTIME REASON FOR OT














TALENT Mike Smith 10pm 11pm 
TALENT George 
Stumpf 3pm 11pm 
TALENT
EXTRAS
To create and send call sheets, shooting schedules, breakdowns and manage crew online, visit ​studiobinder.com​  1 of 2
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MEDIA USAGE: 
# OF CARDS USED 1 SHOT TODAY (GB) 50.17 
PREVIOUSLY SHOT 
(GB) 38.7 
TOTAL TO DATE 
(GB) 88.7 
CARD 
NUMBER FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION AUDIO NOTES
1 
zeb military; courthouse; mile long bridge; 
storage units (chicken plants); bryan’s 
mancave 
natural sounds; camera audio 
EQUIPMENT / TECH NOTES:
sony a series, rokinon lenses, rode lavs 
TALENT RELEASES LOG: 
NUMBER NAME LOCATION DESCRIPTION
1 extras riverbend swimming; beach 
6 mike smith bryan farm mancave 
LOCATION RELEASES LOG: 
NUMBER LOCATION OWNER NAME DESCRIPTION
n/a public space public space 
1 bryan farm bryan jones bryan’s farm 
ANY RELEASES 
MISSING? WHY?
PAYMENTS ​(if applicable): 




CATERING​ ​(if applicable): 
IN OUT MEALS ORDERED: self 
FIRST MEAL 1pm 2pm PLATE COUNT: 3 
SECOND MEAL / BREAK 7pm 8pm CATERER: self 
SUBSTANTIALS  0 X  @ 
COMMENTS ​(absences, delays, pick up shots, etc): 











CREW CALL: 6am MEAL 2 / BREAK IN: 8pm 
SHOOT CALL 7am MEAL 2 / BREAK OUT: 9pm 
FIRST SHOT: 7am CAMERA WRAP: 8pm 
MEAL 1 IN: 1pm CREW WRAP: 8pm 
MEAL 1 OUT: 2pm LAST MAN: 8pm 
LOCATIONS: LEAD PRODUCTION CREW:
1. spinks ranch Executive Producer: kendra morris 
2. Producer: kendra morris 
3. Director: kendra morris 
Production Manager kendra morris 
Production Coordinator: kendra morris 
1​st​ Assistant Director: kendra & keith morris 
CREW / TALENT TIMESHEET: 
POSITION NAME TRAVEL TIME IN TIME OUT OVERTIME REASON FOR OT












TALENT Liam Spinks 7am 6pm 
TALENT Buster Spinks 7am 6pm 
TALENT Hanna Laub 7am 6pm 
TALENT George 
Stumpf 7am 7pm 
TALENT Wes Spinks 7am 6pm 
EXTRAS Spinks family 7am 6pm 





# OF CARDS USED 2 SHOT TODAY (GB) 62.21 
PREVIOUSLY SHOT 
(GB) 88.7 




NUMBER FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION AUDIO NOTES 
1 spinks family natural sounds; camera audio; lavs; adr 
2 spinks family natural sounds; camera audio; lavs; adr 
   
 
EQUIPMENT / TECH NOTES:  
sony a series, rokinon lenses, rode lavs 
 
 
TALENT RELEASES LOG: 
NUMBER NAME LOCATION DESCRIPTION  








ranch spinks ranch  
     
 
    
 
LOCATION RELEASES LOG: 
NUMBER LOCATION OWNER NAME DESCRIPTION 
n/a public space public space  
1 spinks ranch wes & melissa spinks  
ANY RELEASES 
MISSING? WHY?  
 
PAYMENTS ​(if applicable): 
TO WHOM FOR WHAT AMOUNT 
n/a  $0.00 
  $0.00 
TOTAL $0.00 
 
CATERING​ ​(if applicable): 
 IN OUT MEALS ORDERED: self 
FIRST MEAL 6am 7am PLATE COUNT: 9 
SECOND MEAL / BREAK 1pm 2pm CATERER: self 
SUBSTANTIALS  0 X  @  
 
COMMENTS ​(absences, delays, pick up shots, etc): 











CREW CALL: 9am MEAL 2 / BREAK IN: 3:30pm 
SHOOT CALL 10am MEAL 2 / BREAK OUT: 4:30pm 
FIRST SHOT: 10am CAMERA WRAP: 6pm 
MEAL 1 IN: 8:30am CREW WRAP: 6pm 
MEAL 1 OUT: 9:30am LAST MAN: 6pm 
LOCATIONS: LEAD PRODUCTION CREW:
1. Johnson’s field Executive Producer: kendra morris 
2. Jones Farm Producer: kendra morris 
3. Farm House Director: kendra morris 
Production Manager kendra morris 
Production Coordinator: kendra morris 
1​st​ Assistant Director: kendra & keith morris 
CREW / TALENT TIMESHEET: 
POSITION NAME TRAVEL TIME IN TIME OUT OVERTIME REASON FOR OT












TALENT Mike Smith 10:30am 6pm 
TALENT Frank Smith 11:30am 6pm 
TALENT Hanna Laub 12:30pm 5:30pm 
TALENT George 
Stumpf 10am 6pm 
TALENT
EXTRAS








# OF CARDS USED 2 SHOT TODAY (GB) 152.39 
PREVIOUSLY SHOT 
(GB) 150.91 




NUMBER FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION AUDIO NOTES 
1 dirt road; farm house; red house; owens mill natural sounds; camera audio; lavs; adr 
2 dirt road; farm house; red house; owens mill natural sounds; camera audio; lavs; adr 
   
 
EQUIPMENT / TECH NOTES:  
sony a series, rokinon lenses, rode lavs 
 
 
TALENT RELEASES LOG: 




















     
 
    
 
LOCATION RELEASES LOG: 
NUMBER LOCATION OWNER NAME DESCRIPTION 
n/a public space public space  
n/a private access jones trust  
ANY RELEASES 
MISSING? WHY?  
 
PAYMENTS ​(if applicable): 
TO WHOM FOR WHAT AMOUNT 
n/a  $0.00 
  $0.00 
TOTAL $0.00 
 
CATERING​ ​(if applicable): 
 IN OUT MEALS ORDERED: self 
FIRST MEAL 9am 10am PLATE COUNT: 3 
SECOND MEAL / BREAK 3:30pm 4:30pm CATERER: self 
To create and send call sheets, shooting schedules, breakdowns and manage crew online, visit ​studiobinder.com​                                              2 of 3 
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SUBSTANTIALS  0 X  @ 
COMMENTS ​(absences, delays, pick up shots, etc): 











CREW CALL: 4pm MEAL 2 / BREAK IN: 10:30 pm 
SHOOT CALL 5pm MEAL 2 / BREAK OUT: 11:30pm 
FIRST SHOT: 5pm CAMERA WRAP: 10pm 
MEAL 1 IN: 3pm CREW WRAP: 10pm 
MEAL 1 OUT: 4pm LAST MAN: 10pm 
LOCATIONS: LEAD PRODUCTION CREW:
1. Johnson’s field Executive Producer: kendra morris 
2. Jones Farm Producer: kendra morris 
3. Farm House Director: kendra morris 
Production Manager kendra morris 
Production Coordinator: kendra morris 
1​st​ Assistant Director: kendra & keith morris 
CREW / TALENT TIMESHEET: 
POSITION NAME TRAVEL TIME IN TIME OUT OVERTIME REASON FOR OT












TALENT Mike Smith 6pm 7:30pm 
TALENT Frank Smith 6pm 7:30pm 
TALENT Hanna Laub 5pm 10pm 
TALENT George 
Stumpf 5pm 10pm 
TALENT
EXTRAS





# OF CARDS USED 2 SHOT TODAY (GB) 119.18 
PREVIOUSLY SHOT 
(GB) 241.09 




NUMBER FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION AUDIO NOTES 
1 johnsons’s field, jones farm, farm house natural sounds; camera audio; lavs; adr 
2 johnsons’s field, jones farm, farm house natural sounds; camera audio; lavs; adr 
   
 
EQUIPMENT / TECH NOTES:  
sony a series, rokinon lenses, rode lavs 
 
 
TALENT RELEASES LOG: 
















red house   
     
 
    
 
LOCATION RELEASES LOG: 
NUMBER LOCATION OWNER NAME DESCRIPTION 
n/a public space public space  
n/a private access jones trust  
ANY RELEASES 
MISSING? WHY?  
 
PAYMENTS ​(if applicable): 
TO WHOM FOR WHAT AMOUNT 
n/a  $0.00 
  $0.00 
TOTAL $0.00 
 
CATERING​ ​(if applicable): 
 IN OUT MEALS ORDERED: self 
FIRST MEAL 3pm 4pm PLATE COUNT: 3 
SECOND MEAL / BREAK 10:30pm 11:30pm CATERER: rest. 
SUBSTANTIALS  0 X  @  
 
COMMENTS ​(absences, delays, pick up shots, etc): 









































EXT. AFGANISTAN OPEN FIELD - DAY
EXT. DIRT ROAD - DUSK
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT. JOHNSON’S FIELD - NIGHT
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
EXT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - NIGHT
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DT ROAD - NIGHT
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
EXT. RANCH - DUSK
EXT. TOWN - DAY
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
Script CEDAR COUNTY_THESIS_LOVE(B)
Created Sun, Mar 22, 2020 @ 11:28pm
32 Scenes 13 4/8 Pages  Est Time: 32.5h
CEDAR COUNTY
Report created in











































3.  WES CAST MEMBERS 4 SCENES
2 2/8 PGS
EXT. COURTHOUSE - DAY
INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
EXT. HIGHWAY - SUNSET
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - DAY
EXT. TRACTOR FIELD - DAY
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT. RIVER BEND - DAY
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT. JOHNSON’S FIELD - NIGHT
EXT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - NIGHT
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT. JOSE’S TRUCK - DUSK
EXT. OWENS MILL - DUSK
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DT ROAD - NIGHT
 































5.  BUSTER CAST MEMBERS 1 SCENE
 6/8 PGS





7.  LIAM CAST MEMBERS 1 SCENE
 6/8 PGS
8.  JOSE CAST MEMBERS 3 SCENES
2 2/8 PGS
 6/8 PGS
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
EXT. RANCH - DUSK
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
 
EXT. TRACTOR FIELD - DAY
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
EXT. DIRT ROAD - DUSK
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
 
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
 
EXT. DIRT ROAD - DUSK
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
 
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY






















9.  SWIMMING EXTRAS CAST MEMBERS 1 SCENE
 6/8 PGS






11. Mexican men EXTRAS 1 SCENE
2 2/8 PGS
12. Young boy EXTRAS 1 SCENE
 6/8 PGS
13. AR-15 PROPS 2 SCENES
 4/8 PGS
 6/8 PGS
14. Article PROPS 1 SCENE
 2/8 PGS
15. Bag PROPS 2 SCENES
EXT. JOSE’S TRUCK - DUSK
 
EXT. RIVER BEND - DAY
 
EXT. COURTHOUSE - DAY
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT. JOHNSON’S FIELD - NIGHT
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
 
EXT. RIVER BEND - DAY
 
EXT. AFGANISTAN OPEN FIELD - DAY
EXT. RIVER BEND - DAY
 


















16. Beer PROPS 1 SCENE
 4/8 PGS





18. Load PROPS 1 SCENE
 6/8 PGS




20. Padlocks PROPS 1 SCENE
 1/8 PGS
21. Papers PROPS 2 SCENES
 1/8 PGS
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - DAY
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
















22. Rifle PROPS 1 SCENE
 6/8 PGS
23. Rope PROPS 1 SCENE
 6/8 PGS
24. Sandwich bag PROPS 1 SCENE
 4/8 PGS
25. Shells PROPS 1 SCENE
 6/8 PGS
26. Sign PROPS 1 SCENE
 1/8 PGS
27. Workout PROPS 1 SCENE
 2/8 PGS
28. Calendar SET DRESSING 1 SCENE
 2/8 PGS
29. Deer SET DRESSING 2 SCENES
 2/8 PGS
 6/8 PGS
INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
 
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 
EXT. RIVER BEND - DAY
 
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
 
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
 
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY











30. Camo pants COSTUMES 1 SCENE
 2/8 PGS
31. Cowboy hat COSTUMES 1 SCENE
2 2/8 PGS
32. Hunting boots COSTUMES 1 SCENE
 2/8 PGS
33. Military COSTUMES 1 SCENE
 4/8 PGS
34. Pants COSTUMES 1 SCENE
 2/8 PGS
35. Shirt COSTUMES 2 SCENES
 2/8 PGS
 4/8 PGS
36. Socks COSTUMES 1 SCENE
 2/8 PGS
37. White suit COSTUMES 1 SCENE
2 2/8 PGS
38. Bloodied MAKEUP 1 SCENE
 
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
 
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 
EXT. AFGANISTAN OPEN FIELD - DAY
 
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
 
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
 













39. Cars VEHICLES 1 SCENE
 3/8 PGS













42. Equipment VEHICLES 2 SCENES
1 0/0 PGS
 4/8 PGS
43. Farm equipment VEHICLES 1 SCENE
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
 
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
 
EXT. TOWN - DAY
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT. JOHNSON’S FIELD - NIGHT
EXT. TRACTOR FIELD - DAY
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
 
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT. HIGHWAY - SUNSET
 
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY



















44. Tractor VEHICLES 2 SCENES
 1/8 PGS
 2/8 PGS














46. Blood SPECIAL EFFECTS 1 SCENE
 4/8 PGS
47. Gunshots OPTICAL FX 1 SCENE
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
 
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT. TRACTOR FIELD - DAY
 
EXT. DIRT ROAD - DUSK
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - DAY
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT. JOSE’S TRUCK - DUSK
EXT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - NIGHT
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DT ROAD - NIGHT
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
 





















48. Cattle LIVESTOCK 1 SCENE
 1/8 PGS
49. Rides LIVESTOCK 1 SCENE
 1/8 PGS
50. Sound SOUND 1 SCENE
 4/8 PGS
51. Chicken coop BUILDING 1 SCENE
2 2/8 PGS
52. Courthouse BUILDING 1 SCENE
 1/8 PGS








EXT. AFGANISTAN OPEN FIELD - DAY
 
EXT. RANCH - DUSK
 
EXT. RANCH - DUSK
 
EXT. AFGANISTAN OPEN FIELD - DAY
 
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
 
EXT. COURTHOUSE - DAY
 
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY
EXT. DIRT ROAD - DUSK
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY
INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - DAY





















EXT. JOSE’S TRUCK - DUSK
EXT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - NIGHT
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DT ROAD - NIGHT
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY








Scene 1  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. AFGANISTAN OPEN FIELD - DAY  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Scene 2  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
Fade in:
 Location: FARM HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* props: military rifle grab from Mike & Frank
* shooting style: shot in the middle of the road so we can map paint it later to look like the desert
* gunshots: add in post
* military garb: grab from Bryan (boots, pants)
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
use the same pants and boots from this scene throughout the rest of the film
Zeb wakes up. His bare feet plop to the ground. He picks up a pai…
 Location: BRYAN'S MANCAVE






 SPECIAL EFFECTS (1)
Blood





Created Sun, Mar 22, 2020 @ 11:21pm
















Scene 3  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Scene 4  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* use same camo pants and boots as first scene
* use same shirt throughout the entire film
* get an insert shot of the calendar
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* get an insert shot of the calendar
Zeb walks away from the door and takes a pee. He stretch and walk…
 Location: BRYAN'S MANCAVE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* instead of chin ups use the weights
* just have him walk out the large garage doors to take the pee
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
have him run past the entrance gate lights
 CAST MEMBERS (1)
ZEB



















EXT. RANCH - DUSK  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Scene 5  5/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. DIRT ROAD - DUSK  5/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Zeb rides through the cattle sorting the various breeds.
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* now it's both zeb and wes riding on wes's ranch
* wes and all of his family ride throughout the pasture
* create a yellowstone tv show type of feel
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
keep everyone in same clothes the entire shoot
Zeb is pulled up to WAYNE’s truck, a 50 something year old ranch …
 Location: FARM HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* zeb and wes riding on wes's ranch
* wes and all of his family ride throughout the pasture
* create a yellowstone tv show type of feel
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
keep everyone in same clothes the entire shoot
use mike's truck for the rest of the shoot
zeb's truck is dad's truck
















Scene 6  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
Scene 7  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT. TOWN - DAY  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
Zeb has the back of his truck pulled up next to the barn. He and …
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
have them adding a bale of hay into the back of Zeb's truck - update: they'll meet in the shed
Buster walks Zeb over to where his dad is
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* buster stays on right side of zeb when walking to the shed to find wes
Zeb drives through the town square and over the mile long bridge …
 Location: TOWN
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
switch this to before Zeb arrives at Wes's ranch
he's driving the brown truck
goes down baseline road
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :






 JUNK TRUCK (1)
Junk Truck






















Scene 8  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
Scene 9 2 2/8 pgs Est. Time: 3h
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY 2 2/8 pgs Est. Time: 3h
* day time shot (mid day)
* have him look out both sides of the window at the rows of chicken plants for continiuity options
A few miles of driving and we see several rows of long chicken bu…
 Location: LAKE ROAD
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
use the long row of storage units on the lake road for the chicken buildings
don't try to find people hanging out - just have Zeb looking in amazement of how many buildings there a
he's driving the same brown truck (dad's)
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* shoot on both sides of the road for continuity options
Zeb parks his truck away from the front doors to inspect the acti…
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
use the long row of storage units on the lake road for the chicken buildings



















Scene 10  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT. COURTHOUSE - DAY  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
* have Mexican men and women be Mike in a different shirt and hat - shoot him from the side and have his nephew Alex be
in the front seat with a hat and plaid shirt on
* white suit is from the Rickman's chicken farm (Stella will pick up)
* rat truck that Gabriella is on will be Bryan's river truck
* get rid of jose and have it be buster that he has this conversation about where to find wes
* move it around to meeting gabriella is after wes gives his sales pitch on horseback
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* keep talent in their same clothes; except gabriella
* gabriella will go from white suit to jeans, tank and button down; cut into a close up of her talking to zeb because she didn't
bring the same shoes as when we shot her establishing shot
* get pick up shot of zeb looking at his shoes on the family farm
*have editor make the lighting look the same since shot at different times of day
Zeb bounds down the steps of the courthouse with a stack of paper…
 Location: COURTHOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
Stockton courthouse
grab a stock of architecture papers &/or a folder
may or may not use the man
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :

























Scene 11  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
Scene 12  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
get pick up shot of papers in the truck (papers about his environmental findings)
The papers are sprawled out on his truck seat. They are boundary …
 Location: FARM HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
grab this insert shot of local newspapers talking about chicken plants
print off the web if needed
truck - is brown farm truck
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
keep all the junk in the front seat the same
keep lighting daylight midday
The sun is setting and Zeb is headed to his favorite fishing hole…
 Location: FARM HOUSE




























Scene 13  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
deer shot when possible
pick up shots of zeb's arm hanging out
zeb looking happy
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
zeb comes from the right to see gabriella on the left
have buckets in both locations since shooting scene in two different locations
gabriella is in the dress; hair is down
The road is overgrown and branches scratch the side of his truck.…
 Location: OWEN'S MILL
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
driving his brown truck
the green muck is from the pond
sandwich bag to he can put the muck in
grab some buckets or something for both of them to have fishing items in
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
same clothes
gabriella in a dress
have buckets
 CAST MEMBERS (1)
ZEB
 SET DRESSING (1)
Deer

















Scene 14  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
Scene 15  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h




+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
probably get rid of most of this scene because it seems a bit forced/on the nose
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
have them have their same buckets
have the green muck
Zeb drives up to a bend in the road and pulls over. He walks behi…
 Location: JOHNSON'S FIELD
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot in Johnson's field at sunset
do a track move from the car on the hill above and shoot out the window for the tracking establishing shot
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
same brown truck
Equipment
 JUNK TRUCK (1)
Junk Truck



















Scene 16  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Scene 17  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. RIVER BEND - DAY  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
gabriella in dress
Zeb lays down alone. Suddenly, a bag is thrown over his head and …
 Location: BRYAN'S MANCAVE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
use a burlap bag, so it has holes in it
have mike and zeb go over the actions
shoot in bryan's mancave
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
shoot from overhead
DREAM SEQUENCE
 Location: RIVER BEND
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot at Tiffany's riverbend
Quinn is younger Zeb swimming in the water
use the rope swing in the creek for everyone to swing off of
if possible have Quinn walk in the road wearing the same items as Zeb with an AR-15























Scene 18  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Scene 19  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
get pickup shot of Zeb in the water at Susie's house
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
older/current zeb looks at the lens straight on like younger zeb
Zeb has a throbbing headache as he stumbles out of the shed. At h…
 Location: BRYAN'S MANCAVE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
one shot tracking
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
keep same note for scene with mike/wayne or have a piece of paper that is the same size
his left eye has beat up make up on it
Zeb is driving fast down the dirt road.
 Location: RED HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :



























Scene 20  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
Scene 21  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
make the beer a cigarette hanging out of his mouth
have wayen laughing not zeb
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
zeb's brown truck
cig is hanging out of his left side of mouth
keep mike/wayne in the same clothes as always
the note is the one he had on his truck
Zeb is driving down the dirt road toward another farm. A tractor …
 Location: RED HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
several shots to choose from (cu of tractor, est shot etc)
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
zeb's brown truck
zeb has same clothes on











 JUNK TRUCK (1)
Junk Truck













EXT. TRACTOR FIELD - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
Scene 22  3/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY  3/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Scene 23  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
Zeb drives to the edge of the field and walks fast toward the tra…
 Location: RED HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot in one long take
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
zeb walks into frame and barely says anything to frank and just hits him; frank goes down; zeb walks out of frame
Zeb is talking to Wes, both in separate cars in the middle of roa…
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
zeb is in the truck while wes is on a horse
wes rides off
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
shot over the shoulder from zeb's point of view
then wes's point of view
























EXT. OWENS MILL - DUSK  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
Scene 24  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. JOSE’S TRUCK - DUSK  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Scene 25  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
EXT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - NIGHT  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
Gabriella walks across bridge, and looks over to where she once s…
 Location: OWEN'S MILL
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot late at night; long scene where we see Gabriella looking for Zeb - but no Zeb
she's barefoot
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
shot late at night;
Gabriella is sitting in the back of the truck as it rumbles down …
 Location: BRYAN'S MANCAVE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot at the same time as gabriella in the rat/river truck (first night dusk)
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
shot at the same time as gabriella in the rat/river truck (first night dusk)
Zeb and Gabriella lay in the back of his truck bed looking up at …
 Location: FARM HOUSE
 CAST MEMBERS (1)
GABRIELLA






















Scene 26  3/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DT ROAD - NIGHT  3/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Scene 27  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot at dusk at the farm house near the barn
shoot the dialogue during the day so we can hear their audio better
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
gabriella in dress
Zeb is about to drop her off. He leans into Gabriella and touches…
 Location: FARM HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot day for night
no kiss
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
shot day for night;
Zeb is getting out of his truck to shut the gate. He drops his ke…
 Location: JONES FARM





 JUNK TRUCK (1)
Junk Truck


















Scene 28  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
*he's stressed out like a ptsd episode and others where he's in total control
* used gun from the previous scenes
* skiped the shells scene; had him go straight into action; climbing a tree
* cheated the jump scene by shooting up and having Zeb jump past the camera from the ground
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* zeb jumps on wayne
* trees behind; zeb jumps in front
* mid day lighting
Zeb is bloodied and wearing the clothes he wore from the night be…
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
*not bloodied; has a bruise on his face
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* has a bruise on his face
* same clothes as always





















Scene 29  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
Scene 30  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
The doors all have padlocks on them and a sign reads on each one,…
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+ SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
get the pick up shot
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* either shoot this on location or get stock footage
* get shot
Zeb hops back into his truck and speeds toward WES’s place.
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+ SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
zeb gets in his brown truck and heads down the dirty road to the highway
get drone footage original or stock
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
same truck
same clothes























Scene 31 1 0/0 pgs Est. Time: 2h
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY 1 0/0 pgs Est. Time: 2h
Scene 32  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. HIGHWAY - SUNSET  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Zeb runs up to the barn and sees Wes looking over his equipment w…
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* wes working on his truck (no pen or walking)
* note from gabriella to zeb
* drone footage of him going away or of the ozarks in drone
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
have note from gabriella in a cu (either in zeb's hand or seat) - pick up shot
Zeb is smiling holding onto the letter with his arm out the windo…
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
smiling zeb
sunny/midday
drone footage of him going away or of the ozarks in drone
Truck  JUNK TRUCK (1)
Junk Truck





















Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
same clothes, truck
sunny; midday





DAY 1 OF 5  WED, JUL 24, 2019 Total Pages:  7/8 Est. Time:
EXT. RIVER BEND - DAY  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. JOSE’S TRUCK - DUSK  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
DREAM SEQUENCE
 Location: RIVER BEND
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot at Tiffany's riverbend
Quinn is younger Zeb swimming in the water
use the rope swing in the creek for everyone to swing off of
if possible have Quinn walk in the road wearing the same items as Zeb with an AR-15
get pickup shot of Zeb in the water at Susie's house
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
older/current zeb looks at the lens straight on like younger zeb
Gabriella is sitting in the back of the truck as it rumbles down …
 Location: BRYAN'S MANCAVE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot at the same time as gabriella in the rat/river truck (first night dusk)









Created Sun, Mar 22, 2020 @ 11:23pm















DAY 2 OF 5  THU, JUL 25, 2019 Total Pages: 2 2/8 Est. Time:
EXT. AFGANISTAN OPEN FIELD - DAY  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
shot at the same time as gabriella in the rat/river truck (first night dusk)
End of Day 1 of 5 — Total Pages:  7/8 —  Wed, Jul 24, 2019 —
Fade in:
 Location: FARM HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* props: military rifle grab from Mike & Frank
* shooting style: shot in the middle of the road so we can map paint it later to look like the desert
* gunshots: add in post
* military garb: grab from Bryan (boots, pants)
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
use the same pants and boots from this scene throughout the rest of the film





 JUNK TRUCK (1)
Junk Truck






 SPECIAL EFFECTS (1)
Blood











INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT. COURTHOUSE - DAY  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
The papers are sprawled out on his truck seat. They are boundary …
 Location: FARM HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
grab this insert shot of local newspapers talking about chicken plants
print off the web if needed
truck - is brown farm truck
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
keep all the junk in the front seat the same
keep lighting daylight midday
Zeb bounds down the steps of the courthouse with a stack of paper…
 Location: COURTHOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
Stockton courthouse
grab a stock of architecture papers &/or a folder
may or may not use the man
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
get pick up shot of papers in the truck (papers about his environmental findings)


















EXT. TOWN - DAY  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
Zeb drives through the town square and over the mile long bridge …
 Location: TOWN
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
switch this to before Zeb arrives at Wes's ranch
he's driving the brown truck
goes down baseline road
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* day time shot (mid day)
* have him look out both sides of the window at the rows of chicken plants for continiuity options
A few miles of driving and we see several rows of long chicken bu…
 Location: LAKE ROAD
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
use the long row of storage units on the lake road for the chicken buildings
don't try to find people hanging out - just have Zeb looking in amazement of how many buildings there a
he's driving the same brown truck (dad's)
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :





















EXT. ZEB’S SHED - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
* shoot on both sides of the road for continuity options
Zeb has a throbbing headache as he stumbles out of the shed. At h…
 Location: BRYAN'S MANCAVE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
one shot tracking
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
keep same note for scene with mike/wayne or have a piece of paper that is the same size
his left eye has beat up make up on it
MEAL BREAK
Zeb wakes up. His bare feet plop to the ground. He picks up a pai…
 Location: BRYAN'S MANCAVE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :





















EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
INT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
* use same camo pants and boots as first scene
* use same shirt throughout the entire film
* get an insert shot of the calendar
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* get an insert shot of the calendar
Zeb walks away from the door and takes a pee. He stretch and walk…
 Location: BRYAN'S MANCAVE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* instead of chin ups use the weights
* just have him walk out the large garage doors to take the pee
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
have him run past the entrance gate lights
Zeb lays down alone. Suddenly, a bag is thrown over his head and …
 Location: BRYAN'S MANCAVE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
 CAST MEMBERS (1)
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DAY 3 OF 5  FRI, JUL 26, 2019 Total Pages: 5 1/8 Est. Time:
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
use a burlap bag, so it has holes in it
have mike and zeb go over the actions
shoot in bryan's mancave
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
shoot from overhead
End of Day 2 of 5 — Total Pages: 2 2/8 —  Thu, Jul 25, 2019 —
Zeb hops back into his truck and speeds toward WES’s place.
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
zeb gets in his brown truck and heads down the dirty road to the highway
get drone footage original or stock
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
same truck
same clothes
Zeb has the back of his truck pulled up next to the barn. He and …



















EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY 2 2/8 pgs Est. Time: 3h
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
have them adding a bale of hay into the back of Zeb's truck - update: they'll meet in the shed
Buster walks Zeb over to where his dad is
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* buster stays on right side of zeb when walking to the shed to find wes
Zeb parks his truck away from the front doors to inspect the acti…
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
use the long row of storage units on the lake road for the chicken buildings
* have Mexican men and women be Mike in a different shirt and hat - shoot him from the side and have his nephew Alex be
in the front seat with a hat and plaid shirt on
* white suit is from the Rickman's chicken farm (Stella will pick up)
* rat truck that Gabriella is on will be Bryan's river truck
* get rid of jose and have it be buster that he has this conversation about where to find wes
* move it around to meeting gabriella is after wes gives his sales pitch on horseback
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* keep talent in their same clothes; except gabriella
* gabriella will go from white suit to jeans, tank and button down; cut into a close up of her talking to zeb because she didn't
bring the same shoes as when we shot her establishing shot
* get pick up shot of zeb looking at his shoes on the family farm

















EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY  3/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. SPINKS RANCH - DAY 1 0/0 pgs Est. Time: 2h
*have editor make the lighting look the same since shot at different times of day
Zeb is talking to Wes, both in separate cars in the middle of roa…
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
zeb is in the truck while wes is on a horse
wes rides off
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
shot over the shoulder from zeb's point of view
then wes's point of view
MEAL BREAK
Zeb runs up to the barn and sees Wes looking over his equipment w…
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EXT. CHICKEN FARM ROAD - DAY  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* wes working on his truck (no pen or walking)
* note from gabriella to zeb
* drone footage of him going away or of the ozarks in drone
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
have note from gabriella in a cu (either in zeb's hand or seat) - pick up shot
The doors all have padlocks on them and a sign reads on each one,…
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
get the pick up shot
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* either shoot this on location or get stock footage
* get shot
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EXT. RANCH - DUSK  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. HIGHWAY - SUNSET  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Zeb is bloodied and wearing the clothes he wore from the night be…
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
*not bloodied; has a bruise on his face
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* has a bruise on his face
* same clothes as always
Zeb rides through the cattle sorting the various breeds.
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* now it's both zeb and wes riding on wes's ranch
* wes and all of his family ride throughout the pasture
* create a yellowstone tv show type of feel
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
keep everyone in same clothes the entire shoot
Zeb is smiling holding onto the letter with his arm out the windo…






















DAY 4 OF 5  SAT, JUL 27, 2019 Total Pages: 3 1/8 Est. Time:
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
 Location: SPINKS RANCH
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
smiling zeb
sunny/midday
drone footage of him going away or of the ozarks in drone
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
same clothes, truck
sunny; midday
End of Day 3 of 5 — Total Pages: 5 1/8 —  Fri, Jul 26, 2019 —
The sun is setting and Zeb is headed to his favorite fishing hole…
 Location: FARM HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
deer shot when possible
pick up shots of zeb's arm hanging out
zeb looking happy
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
zeb comes from the right to see gabriella on the left
have buckets in both locations since shooting scene in two different locations
gabriella is in the dress; hair is down
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EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - DAY  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
Zeb is driving fast down the dirt road.
 Location: RED HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
make the beer a cigarette hanging out of his mouth
have wayen laughing not zeb
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
zeb's brown truck
cig is hanging out of his left side of mouth
keep mike/wayne in the same clothes as always
the note is the one he had on his truck
Zeb is driving down the dirt road toward another farm. A tractor …
 Location: RED HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
several shots to choose from (cu of tractor, est shot etc)
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
zeb's brown truck
zeb has same clothes on
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EXT. TRACTOR FIELD - DAY  2/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
Zeb drives to the edge of the field and walks fast toward the tra…
 Location: RED HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot in one long take
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :




+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
probably get rid of most of this scene because it seems a bit forced/on the nose
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
have them have their same buckets



























EXT/INT. JONES FAMILY FARM/OWENS MILL - DAY  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
EXT. OWENS MILL - DUSK  1/8 pgs Est. Time: 0.5h
The road is overgrown and branches scratch the side of his truck.…
 Location: OWEN'S MILL
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
driving his brown truck
the green muck is from the pond
sandwich bag to he can put the muck in
grab some buckets or something for both of them to have fishing items in
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
same clothes
gabriella in a dress
have buckets
MEAL BREAK
Gabriella walks across bridge, and looks over to where she once s…
 Location: OWEN'S MILL
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot late at night; long scene where we see Gabriella looking for Zeb - but no Zeb
she's barefoot























EXT. DIRT ROAD - DUSK  5/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
DAY 5 OF 5  END OF DAY  SUN, JUL 28, 2019 Total Pages: 2 1/8 Est. Time:
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
shot late at night;
Zeb is pulled up to WAYNE’s truck, a 50 something year old ranch …
 Location: FARM HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
* zeb and wes riding on wes's ranch
* wes and all of his family ride throughout the pasture
* create a yellowstone tv show type of feel
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
keep everyone in same clothes the entire shoot
use mike's truck for the rest of the shoot
zeb's truck is dad's truck
End of Day 4 of 5 — Total Pages: 3 1/8 —  Sat, Jul 27, 2019 —
 CAST MEMBERS (1)
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EXT. JOHNSON’S FIELD - NIGHT  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
EXT. ZEB’S SHED - NIGHT  6/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
Zeb drives up to a bend in the road and pulls over. He walks behi…
 Location: JOHNSON'S FIELD
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot in Johnson's field at sunset
do a track move from the car on the hill above and shoot out the window for the tracking establishing shot
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
same brown truck
gabriella in dress
Zeb is getting out of his truck to shut the gate. He drops his ke…
 Location: JONES FARM
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
*he's stressed out like a ptsd episode and others where he's in total control
* used gun from the previous scenes
* skiped the shells scene; had him go straight into action; climbing a tree
* cheated the jump scene by shooting up and having Zeb jump past the camera from the ground
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
* zeb jumps on wayne
* trees behind; zeb jumps in front
* mid day lighting
















EXT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DIRT ROAD - NIGHT  4/8 pgs Est. Time: 1.5h
EXT/INT. ZEB’S TRUCK & DT ROAD - NIGHT  3/8 pgs Est. Time: 1h
Zeb and Gabriella lay in the back of his truck bed looking up at …
 Location: FARM HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot at dusk at the farm house near the barn
shoot the dialogue during the day so we can hear their audio better
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
gabriella in dress
Zeb is about to drop her off. He leans into Gabriella and touches…
 Location: FARM HOUSE
+  SCENE NOTES
Script Supervisor Daily Report :
shot day for night
no kiss
Script Supervisor Continuity Log :
shot day for night;
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End of Day 5 of 5 — END OF DAY — Total Pages: 2 1/8 —  Sun, Jul 28, 2019 —
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17 1 35 5.6 24 young family on beach with swimmers in the background; good
young family on beach with swimmers in the background; baby fussy245.635217
young family on beach with swimmers in the background; too wiggly245.635317
young family on beach with swimmers in the background; good245.635417
est. shot of gabriella & frank coming out of barn; good242.824124
24 2 24 2.8 24 est. shot of gabriella & frank coming out of barn; good
est. shot of gabriella & frank coming out of barn; good242.824324
cu shot of gabriella & frank coming out of barn; good242.850124
cu shot of gabriella & frank coming out of barn; no - she stutters242.850224
cu shot of gabriella & frank coming out of barn; good242.850324
24 1 50 2.8 24 mcu shot of gabriella taking off her chicken suit (paning); good
mcu shot of gabriella taking off her chicken suit (stationary); good242.850224
cu shot of frank smoking; walks into frame; good242.850124
cu shot of frank smoking; already there; good242.850224
cu shot of frank smoking; walks into frame; good242.850324
24 1 50 2.8 24 cu shot/pan of gabriella washing her hands and boots; good
cu shot/pan of gabriella washing her hands and boots; good242.850224
est shot of gabriella walking over to her uncles truck; good242.850124
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KM + KM KM + KM KM + KM
16X9 4K X
3 1 24 1.4 24 est. shot of zeb going outside his mancave, taking a pee then running
med. shot of zeb running into the dark241.42413
cu of zeb stetching then running to the camera241.45013
med shot of zeb walking over to his bence to workout241.45013
cu shot of his hands bench pressing241.45013
3 1 50 1.4 24 med/cu of zeb's face while working out
med/est/tracking shot of him going to the door to go outside 241.42413
med/cu/overhead of Zeb sleeping241.424116
med/cu/low angle of deers above zeb's head241.424116
tracking shot of deers to zeb sleeping241.424116 167
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16 1 24 1.4 24 med/cu/low angle of someone putting a bag over zeb's head
med/cu/low angle of someone putting a bag over zeb's head241.424116
med/cu/low angle of someone putting a bag over zeb's head241.424116
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16X9 4K X
30 1 24 8 24 med shot zeb drives down the road
cu shot of zeb inside the truck driving24850130
med wide of zeb driving up to the shed to buster2482416
med wide of zeb driving up to the shed to buster2482426
med wide turn around shot of zeb walking up to buster2482416
6 2 24 8 24 med wide turn around shot of zeb walking up to buster
med wide of buster and zeb walking to barn2482416
med wide of buster and zeb walking to barn2482426
med wide zeb walks through the barn to wes2482419
med wide of wes haning up equipment2482419 169
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9 1 50 8 24 cu of wes talking to zeb
cu of zeb talking to wes2485019
med wide of wes and zeb talking and walking out of frame2482419
med wide of wes and zeb talking and walking out of frame2482429
med wide of wes walking toward melissa 2482419
9 1 24 8 24 est shot of wes and zeb riding on horses in field
est shot of wes and zeb riding to the fence2482419
cu of wes talking to zeb2485019
cu of zeb talking to wes2485019
med shot of wes and zeb riding toward the fence 2482419
9 1 24 8 24 cu/med shot of wes talking to zeb and going out of frame 
med shot of boys on fence 2482419
est shot of wes riding away from zeb2482419
med wide shot of wes and zeb walking into frame near horses2482419
cu of wes talkng to zeb beside horse2485019
9 1 50 8 24 close up of zeb talking to gabriella
medium close up of gabriella, wes and zeb2482419
medium wide of gabriella, wes and zeb 2482419
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7.27.19 KENDRA & KEITH MORRIS KM + KM
KM + KM KM + KM KM + KM
16:9 4K X
12 1 24 5.6 24 medium close up shot of zeb with his arm out of the window
medium wide shot of zeb's arm hanging out the window245.624112
medium close up shot of zeb looking happy while he drives245.624112
medium close up shot of zeb looking stressed while he drives245.624112
est wide shot of zeb pulling down driveway245.624112
12 1 24 8 24 medium wide shot of zeb getting fishing gear out of his truck
medium wide shot of zeb putting fishing gear in his truck 24824112
est. wide shot from back of truck bed looking down the road of dust245.624112
med wide shot of zeb driving up with wayne on tractor245.624119
med wide shot of wayne working on his tractor and zeb drags him down245.624119 171
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19 1 50 5.6 24 cu over the should shot of zeb throwing wayne against the tractor
cu shot of zeb's face as he yells at wayne245.650119
med wide shot of zeb throwing wayne into the ground 245.624119
med wide shot of zeb getting off wayne; getting in his truck & driving away 245.624119
est wide shot of tractor plowing in the field245.624120
21 1 24 5.6 24 est wide shot; zeb knocks out frank
est wide shot of zeb coming out of woods toward gabriella245.624114
cu of gabirella talking to herself with zeb in teh background245.650114
cu of gabriella talking to zeb245.650114
cu of zeb talking to gabriella245.650114
14 1 50 5.6 24 cu/med shot of the gab and zeb talking 
med wide shot of gab and zeb talking then gab runs out of frame 245.624114
est shot of zeb fishing on the river245.624113
med wide shot of zeb looking toward gabriella 245.624113
med shot of zeb's back fishing245.624113
13 1 24 5.6 24 med pov of zeb looking at gabriella and her walking into woods
med shot of zeb walking through the brush toward gabriella245.624113
med wide shot of gabriella walkign barefoot on the bridge 241.424123
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337.27.19
KENDRA MORRIS
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY
7.27.19 KENDRA & KEITH MORRIS KM + KM
KM + KM KM + KM KM + KM 
16:9 4K X
23 1 50 1.4 24 cu of gabriella's feet 
est wide shot of zeb and frank's trucks driving up in dirty road245.62415
med wide shot of zeb and frank's truck in middle of road245.62415
mid cu of frank and mike in truck talking to zeb245.65015
mid cu of frank and mike in truck talking to zeb245.65025
5 1 50 5.6 24 mid cu of zeb over the should shot of frank talking to zeb
mid cu of zeb over the should shot of frank talking to zeb245.65025
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Kendra Morris CEDAR COUNTY
317.27.19 
KENDRA MORRIS
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY
7.27.19 KENDRA & KEITH MORRIS KM + KM
KM + KM KM + KM KM + KM
16:9 4K X
12 1 24 5.6 24 medium close up shot of zeb with his arm out of the window
medium wide shot of zeb's arm hanging out the window245.624112
medium close up shot of zeb looking happy while he drives245.624112
medium close up shot of zeb looking stressed while he drives245.624112
est wide shot of zeb pulling down driveway245.624112
12 1 24 8 24 medium wide shot of zeb getting fishing gear out of his truck
medium wide shot of zeb putting fishing gear in his truck 24824112
est. wide shot from back of truck bed looking down the road of dust245.624112
med wide shot of zeb driving up with wayne on tractor245.624119
med wide shot of wayne working on his tractor and zeb drags him down245.624119 175
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19 1 50 5.6 24 cu over the should shot of zeb throwing wayne against the tractor
cu shot of zeb's face as he yells at wayne245.650119
med wide shot of zeb throwing wayne into the ground 245.624119
med wide shot of zeb getting off wayne; getting in his truck & driving away 245.624119
est wide shot of tractor plowing in the field245.624120
21 1 24 5.6 24 est wide shot; zeb knocks out frank
est wide shot of zeb coming out of woods toward gabriella245.624114
cu of gabirella talking to herself with zeb in teh background245.650114
cu of gabriella talking to zeb245.650114
cu of zeb talking to gabriella245.650114
14 1 50 5.6 24 cu/med shot of the gab and zeb talking 
med wide shot of gab and zeb talking then gab runs out of frame 245.624114
est shot of zeb fishing on the river245.624113
med wide shot of zeb looking toward gabriella 245.624113
med shot of zeb's back fishing245.624113
13 1 24 5.6 24 med pov of zeb looking at gabriella and her walking into woods
med shot of zeb walking through the brush toward gabriella245.624113
med wide shot of gabriella walkign barefoot on the bridge 241.424123
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KENDRA MORRIS CEDAR COUNTY 
337.27.19
KENDRA MORRIS
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY
7.27.19 KENDRA & KEITH MORRIS KM + KM
KM + KM KM + KM KM + KM 
16:9 4K X
23 1 50 1.4 24 cu of gabriella's feet 
est wide shot of zeb and frank's trucks driving up in dirty road245.62415
med wide shot of zeb and frank's truck in middle of road245.62415
mid cu of frank and mike in truck talking to zeb245.65015
mid cu of frank and mike in truck talking to zeb245.65025
5 1 50 5.6 24 mid cu of zeb over the should shot of frank talking to zeb
mid cu of zeb over the should shot of frank talking to zeb245.65025
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KENDRA MORRIS CEDAR COUNTY
317.28.19
KENDRA MORRIS
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY
7.28.19 KENDRA & KEITH MORRIS KM + KM
KM + KM KM + KM KM + KM 
16:9 4K X
15 1 24 5.6 24 wide/est/paning/overhead shot of zeb's truck going to grain bin
wide/est/paning/overhead shot of zeb's truck going to grain bin245.624215
med wide shot of zeb walking into frame to talk to gabriella245.624115
cu of gabriella 245.650115
cu of zeb245.650115
15 1 24 5.6 24 med cu of zeb and gabriella talking to each other 
med shot of deer 245.624115
est shot of them walking in field 245.650115
wide shot of zeb getting out of truck to lock gate245.624127
med cu of zeb locking gate and ducking down; looking scared 245.650127 179
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27 1 50 5.6 24 med cu of zeb locking gate and ducking down; looking in control 
cu of zeb on the ground245.650127
med shot of zeb on the ground 245.650127
med shot of zeb grabbing his gun and heading into woods245.650127
est. shot of frank and wayne getting out of truck245.650127
27 1 50 5.6 24 est shot of frank and wayne going after zeb
med cu of frank yelling for zeb245.650127
med cu of wayne looking around 245.650127
med cu of wayne and frank looking for zeb in woods 245.650127
cu of zeb's boots clmbing tree245.650127
27 1 50 5.6 24 cu of zeb's gun in tree
cu looking up of zeb looking down245.650127
est. wide shot from zeb's point of view looking down on wayne245.624127
cu wide shot of zeb jumping down245.650127
med wide shot of zeb and wayne wresting with frank in the back245.624127
27 1 24 5.6 24 med wide shot of zeb and wayne wresting with frank in the back - faster
est wide shot of zeb's truck turning into mesner farm241.424125
est wide shot of truck driving to mesner barn241.424125
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KENDRA MORRIS CEDAR COUNTY
437.28.19
KENDRA MORRIS
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY
7.28.19 KENDRA & KEITH MORRIS KM + KM
KM + KM KM + KM KM + KM 
16:9 4K X
25 1 50 5.6 24 med shot of zeb looking at gab; both in frame
med shot of gabriella looking at zeb; both in frame245.650125
cu of gab looking at zeb245.650125
cu of zeb looking at gab245.650125
est. med shot from truck looking at both gab and zeb245.624125
25 1 24 5.6 24 med overhead shot of gab and zeb talking
med shot of gab going from laying down to popping up245.624125
med est shot of zeb opening door and helping gab on truck 245.624125
med overshould shot of zeb in truck talking to gab245.624126
med overshoulder shot of gab talking to zeb; in tuck245.624126 181
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26 1 50 5.6 24 cu of gab talkign to zeb in truck 
cu of zeb talking to gab in truck245.650126
med shot of both of them talking and zeb opens door 241.450126
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THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY
7.24.19 KEITH MORRIS
44.1KHZ lav mics 
17 1 natural noise
17 2 natural noise
17 3 natural noise
17 1 natural noise
17 2 natural noise
17 3 natural noise
17 4 natural noise
17 1 natural noise
17 2 natural noise
17 3 natural noise 183
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7.24.19 2 3
17 1 natural noise
17 2 natural noise
17 3 natural noise
17 4 natural noise
24 1 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 2 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 3 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 1 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 2 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 3 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 1 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 2 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 1 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 2 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 3 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 1 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 2 natural noise; no dialogue 
24 1 natural noise; no dialogue 
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CEDAR COUNTY KENDRA MORRIS
337.24.19
KENDRA MORRIS
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY 
7.24.19 KEITH MORRIS 
44.1KHZ lav mics
24 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
24 2 natural sounds; no dialogue 
24 3 natural sounds; no dialogue 
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CEDAR COUNTY kendra morris
317.25.19
KENDRA MORRIS
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY 
7.25.19 KEITH MORRIS 
44.1KHZ lav mics 
1 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
2 natural sounds; no dialogue 
1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
2 natural sounds; no dialogue 
1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
2 natural sounds; no dialogue 
1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
2 natural sounds; no dialogue 
1 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 187
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11 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
11 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
11 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
10 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
10 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
10 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
10 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
7 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
7 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
8 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
18 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
18 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
18 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
18 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
18 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
2 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
2 2 natural sounds; no dialogue 
2 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
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cedar county kendra morris 
437.25.19
KENDRA MORRIS
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY 
7.25.19 KEITH MORRIS 
44.1KWH LAV MICS
3 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
3 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
3 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
3 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
3 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
3 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
3 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
16 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
16 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
16 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 189
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7.25.19 3 4
16 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
16 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
16 1 natural sounds; no dialogue 
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CEDAR COUNTY KENDRA MORRIS 
217.26.19
KENDRA MORRIS 
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY
7.26.19 KEITH MORRIS 
44.1KWH lav mics 
30 1 natural sounds
30 1 natural sounds
6 1 natural sounds
6 2 natural sounds
6 1 natural sounds; adr
6 2 natural sounds; adr
6 1 natural sounds; adr
6 2 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
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9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 2 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
9 1 natural sounds; adr
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CEDAR COUNTY KENDRA MORRIS 
317.27.19
KENDRA MORRIS 
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY 
7.27.19 KEITH MORRIS 
44.1 kHz lav mic 
12 1 natural sounds 
12 1 natural sounds 
12 1 natural sounds 
12 1 natural sounds 
12 1 natural sounds 
12 1 natural sounds 
12 1 natural sounds 
12 1 natural sounds 
19 1 natural sounds; adr
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19 1 natural sounds; adr
19 1 natural sounds; adr
19 1 natural sounds; adr
19 1 natural sounds; adr
20 1 natural sounds; adr
21 1 natural sounds; adr
14 1 natural sounds; adr
14 1 natural sounds; adr
14 1 natural sounds; adr
14 1 natural sounds; adr
14 1 natural sounds; adr
14 1 natural sounds; adr
13 1 natural sounds; 
13 1 natural sounds;
13 1 natural sounds;
13 1 natural sounds; 
13 1 natural sounds; 
23 1 natural sounds; 
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CEDAR COUNTY KENDRA MORRIS 
337.27.19
KENDRA MORRIS
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY 
7.27.19 KEITH MORRIS 
44.1KWH lav mics 
23 1 natural sounds 
5 1 natural sounds 
5 1 natural sounds 
5 1 natural sounds ; adr 
5 2 natural sounds ; adr 
5 1 natural sounds ; adr 
5 25 natural sounds ; adr 
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CEDAR COUNTY KENDRA MORRIS 
417.28.19
KENDRA MORRIS 
THESIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY 
7.28.19 KEITH MORRIS 
44.1KWH lav mics 
15 1 natural sounds 
15 2 natural sounds 
15 1 natural sounds; adr 
15 1 natural sounds; adr 
15 1 natural sounds; adr 
15 1 natural sounds; adr 
15 1 natural sounds; 
15 1 natural sounds; 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
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7.28.19 2 4
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
27 1 natural sounds; adr 
25 1 natural sounds; adr 
25 1 natural sounds; adr 
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CEDAR COUNTY KENDRA MORRIS 
437.28.19
KENDRA MORRIS
Student: ________________________________ Email: ____________________________________ Cell #: 
THEISIS KATIE G. CEDAR COUNTY 
7.28.19 KEITH MORRIS 
44.1 KWH lav mics 
25 1 natural sounds; adr 
25 1 natural sounds; adr 
25 1 natural sounds; adr 
25 1 natural sounds; adr 
25 1 natural sounds; adr 
25 1 natural sounds; adr 
25 1 natural sounds; adr 
25 1 natural sounds; adr 
26 1 natural sounds; adr 
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26 1 natural sounds; adr 
26 1 natural sounds; adr 
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Student: Email: Phone: 
Course#: Professor: 
Project Title: Date: 
MUSICIAN CONSENT & RELEASE AGREEMENT
For good and valued consideration (herein defined as screen credit in the end credits), I hereby grant 
my consent for the recording and use of my performance for the soundtrack of the UNO Student short 
film project presently entitled: _______________________________.  
I grant to the Student Filmmaker, _________________, UNO Department of Film & Theatre, and 
their successors and assigns, the right, but not the obligation, to use this recording in all forms of 
distribution, exhibition and marketing of the short film project, through any and all media (whether 
now known or hereafter devised), throughout the world in perpetuity.  
I hereby release Student Filmmaker & UNO Department of Film & Theatre, and their successors and 
assigns from all claims and demands in connection with my participation in this short film project. 
By signing this I acknowledge that no promise of payment or compensation was made by the 
Producer for my participation in this project. 
Student Filmmaker agrees that credit for musician, if such credits are given, will be given in the end 
credits of the short film project – with placement, size and wording at the sole discretion of the 
Student Filmmaker. 
Musician:_________________________ Phone:  ________________________________________ 
Instruments/Songs: ________________________________________________________________ 
Address:_________________________________________________________________________ 
ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO: 
Musician: 
PRINT NAME SIGNATURE DATE 
Student: 




















Production Co. Grand & Gritty Producers Kendra Jones Morris 
Project Title CEDAR COUNTY Union/Non Non union |Student Film
Budget Date 7.5.2019 Prepared by Kendra Jones Morris 
Shoot Days Locations Cedar County
ABOVE THE LINE
10-00 Development Costs 1 $0
11-00 Story & Rights 1 $0
12-00 Producer Unit 1 $0
13-00 Director & Staff 1 $0
14-00 Cast 1 $50
15-00 Travel & Living 1 $637
Total Above the Line $687
PRODUCTION EXPENSES
20-00 Production Staff 2 $0
21-00 Extra Talent 2 $0209
22-00 Set Design 2 $0
23-00 Set Construction 2 $0
24-00 Set Pre-rig & Strike 2 $0
25-00 Set Operations 2 $0
26-00 Set Dressing 2 $0
27-00 Property 2 $0
28-00 Wardrobe 2 $0
29-00 Electric 2 $0
30-00 Camera 2 $0
31-00 Production Sound 2 $0
32-00 Make-up & Hair 2 $0
33-00 Transportation 2 $0
34-00 Locations 2 $0
35-00 Picture Vehicles & Animals 2 $0
36-00 Special Effects 2 $0
37-00 Visual Effects - Post 2 $0
38-00 Film & Lab 2 $0




45-00 Film Editing 3 $250
46-00 Music 3 $0
47-00 Visual Effects 3 $0
48-00 Post Production Sound 3 $0
49-00 Post Production Film & Lab 3 $0
Total Post Production $250
OTHER EXPENSES
55-00 Publicity 4 $0
56-00 Legal & Accounting 4 $0
57-00 General Expense 4 $0
58-00 Insurance 4 $0
Total Other $0




























by ​Kendra Jones Morris 
Thank you for taking the time out of your busy day of buying up toilet paper, self 
quarantining and watching 24/7 news! 
As part of our public class screening I’m providing a link with the current low res version of 
my class film, ​Cedar County​.  There are holes, there is potential and there is your opinion 
which is valued!  A couple of short questions are provided below to get the ball rolling.   






Do you have a sense of what is going on? What would you like to see more of?  Less of? 
Short Term Solutions 
What are your recommendations for finishing it in the short term? 
Long Term Solutions 
Knowing the style and essence of filmmaking I prefer how do you think I can best execute 
that in Cedar County?   
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MARKETING | DISTRIB. 
235
DISTRIBUTION PLAN 
I’m interested in using a sizzle reel of Cedar County’s best moments along with the pdf I 
created in Katie’s producing class as a pitch doc to get funding for a feature.  
Potential List of festivals | Deadlines 
Wow Women of World Film Festival - Dubai 
September 7, 2020 
New Orleans Film Festival 
May 8th deadline 
Cork International Film Festival 
May 3, 2020 
Indy Shorts; Heartland 
April 19, 2020 
St. Louis Film Festival 
March 31, 2020 
Hamptons International Film Festival 









KENDRA JONES MORRIS 
Telling other people’s stories in an effort to connect us all.  This simple statement sums 
up the work I try to seek out and create in all that I do.  
As a filmmaker my interests are focused on rural, faith, family and environmental issues. 
Based in an urban environment might seem like an unlikely location but Orleans Parish 
has more in common with a place like Cedar County that one might think.  Both distinct 
regions are geographically separated from surrounding communities.  Both have 
traditions based in faith based practices.  Both put an emphasis on family.  
Professionally, I’ve worked as a cultural liaison mediating between Fortune 500 
companies and developing nations in an effort to enhance rural economics.  I’ve 
produced small budget feature films which can be seen on Netflix and Amazon Prime. 
Rural Revolution, a home goods and body product line, I created from the walnuts 
collected around Cedar County, was featured in US Weekly and the PreEmmy gift bags 
for celebrities.  I was awarded the Propeller Fellowship Award for my work with female 
entrepreneurs in developing nations.  My short documentaries have been used to assist 
the USA government for research on mobile technology in the aftermath of Haiti’s 
largest earthquake and many other shorts for non profits doing aid work throughout 
Africa and Central America.  
I am a wife and mother to two small children navigating the world around us. 
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Note From The Director 
Everyone is from somewhere.  I’m from rural, middle America.  I was a member of the 
FFA (Future Farmers of America), barnwarming and homecoming queen and every 
sport benchwarmer.  
Raised on a large family farm, seven miles outside an agriculture community 
(population 1,500), life was quiet on the surface. But below the surface people had 
secrets.  
Some of those secrets become known to the larger population.  For instance, there is a 
large polygamist compound outside the town, that operates on its own social justice 
system.  The bank teller claimed that $125,000 in deposits couldn’t be found..until the 
feds were called. You know which dirt roads to avoid and when, because you know 
who's cooking meth while they drive.  
There are generational farms that have had to be pulled out of bankruptcy by city 
in-laws, who will leave nothing to those they had to bail out.  And immigrants and 
outsiders have slowly eased into the patchwork of people’s lives.  
Tension has a tendency to boil up when left untreated.  Tension has a tendency to spill 
over when words are not spoken and only actions will do.  
CEDAR COUNTY is my county.  It is a Ozark love story about the underlying emotions 
and hardships and the people that live them out on a daily basis.  
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CAST 
Geroge Stump - Zeb 
Hanna Laub - Gabriella 
Wes Spinks - Wes 
Frank Alexander  - Frank  
Mike Smith - Wayne & Jose 
Buster Spinks - Buster 
Liam Spinks - Liam 
CREW 
Kendra Jones Morris - Director, Producer 
Keith Alan Morris - DP, Camera, Audio 
Stella Bahr - PA  
246
Synopsis 
CEDAR COUNTY is a love story set deep in the Ozark foothills. Zeb(ediah), a war vet 
farmer living in a one room converted shed meets the beautiful migrant worker named 
Gabriella. She and her family are just trying to make a buck at a new chicken plant. 
They don’t want any trouble.  But when trouble finds them, her romance with Zeb is at 
risk. The locals resent the Mexicans for taking their jobs, the chicken plant is 
destroying the water, and Zeb is caught in the middle.   
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KENDRA JONES MORRIS    |   
Bachelor of Science | Evangel University | 5/98 |  
Major: Broadcasting | Minors |Journalism & Marketing 
Graduate Certificate | University of Central Florida | 5/09 | 
Anthropology Maya Studies 
ENTREPRENEUR EXPERIENCE 
Kendra Jones Photography, 2000 - present 
Clients include NYTimes,  international clothing lines, celebrated interior designers, faith based 
NGOs, USA government, New Orleans society and many more 
http://www.kendrajonesphotography.com 
Propeller Fellow, 2013 - 2014 
Selected for the exclusive mentorship program to further develop Rural Revolution and the 
female artisans we partnered with throughout the world  
http://gopropeller.org/fellows/rural-revolution-co-op 
Rural Revolution, LLC Owner/Creator New Orleans 5/09 - 6/13 
Custom-blended body and home product line; percentage of all profits went to non profit 
organizations to create sustainable businesses for women; selected for pre-Emmy celebrity gift 
bags 
Idea, Cultural Liaison, Orlando, FL, Falmouth, Jamaica 7/07 - 1/10 
Mediator between Fortune 500 company and community conscience organizations; responsible 
for finding funding, presentations, and creating unique ways to execute ideas in a culturally 
sensitive manner 
FILM EXPERIENCE 
Esperanza​ ,​ Short, New Orleans, 2019 | Director  
The Other Professionals​ , Feature, New Orleans, 2016 | Producer  
KARL​ , Feature, New Orleans,  2016 | Producer  
Morphy,​ Feature, New Orleans, Paris France 2015 | Producer  
Rodeo & Juliet, ​ Feature, New Orleans, LA 2015 | Producer  
Runaway Hearts​ , Feature, New Orleans, LA 2015 | Producer 
The Man Who Ate New Orleans​ , Feature documentary, New Orleans, LA 2010 | Producer 
Desire Street Ministries​ , Short, New Orleans, LA 2011 | Director, Producer 
University of Central Florida Research Team​, Short, Port-au-Prince, Haiti 2010  | Director 
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HOPE International​, Short, Dominican Republic 2010 | Director, Producer, Photographer 
Orlando Union Rescue Mission​, Short, Orlando, FL 2010 | Director, Producer, Photographer 
Gutter King​, Featre, Orlando, FL 2008 | Producer / Actress 
The Bohemian​, Feature, San Pedro Sula, Honduras, 2007  | Producer / Actress 
Missionary Kid​, Short, Nairobi, Kenya, 2008 | Writer/Director/Producer 
Flying Tiger​, Feature, New York, NY, 2005 | Producer  
A Plan For Water​, Feature Documentary, China, 2001| Producer, Director  
EDUCATION EXPERIENCE 
Tulane University, New Orleans, LA 4/11 - present 
Lectured on the importance of female lead social entrepreneurs. 
Newcomb College, New Orleans, LA 4/11 - present 
Lectured on the importance of female lead social entrepreneurs. 
Loyola University, New Orleans, LA 4/11 - present 
Lectured on the importance of female lead social entrepreneurs. 
Dillard University, Guest Lecturer, New Orleans, LA 4/11 - present 
Lectured on the importance of brand strategy and community project involvement 
DePaul University, Mentored, New Orleans, LA 11/10 
Business mentoring recipient of four MBA students 
Creation Care, National Speaker, Orlando, FL 2/08 
Lecturing on the importance of Christians practicing environmentally sustainable lifestyles 
Valencia Community College, Instructor, Orlando, FL 8/04 - 5/05 
Digital Media instructor teaching Photoshop, iMovie, PowerPoint, and presentations 
Full Sail, Placement Advisor, Winter Park, FL 6/04 - 2/06 
Computer Animation Student Advisor, aiding in student development 
University of Notre Dame, Guest Lecturer, Notre Dame, IN 2002 
Lectured on the documentary A Plan For Water and China’s reforestation efforts 
Full Sail, Speaker, Winter Park, FL 8/03 - 2/06 
Taught on the power of public relations, filmmaking, press kits, marketing 
Ivy Tech State College, Photography and Photoshop Instructor, South Bend, IN, 8/02 - 7/03 
Taught basic photography, studio photography, color photography and Photoshop class 
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